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Abstract

Recent success in growing large single-crystaL of black
phosphorus has been motivating many intensive investigations of

the physical properties of phosphorus. Particuraly the pressureinduced frequency-softening of a particular phonon mode (LAx
mode) observed in the orthorombic black phosphorus and the fairly
high superconducting transition temperature, as well as its
pressure dependence, observed in the simple--cubic phosphorus have

been received considerable attention. These characteristic
phenomena are expected to be related with the strong electronlattice interaction.
i
Zn part ! a role oÅí the electron-lattice interaction in the

lattice dynamic$ of black phosphorus, which is a narrow gap
semiconductor, has been studied Åírom the microscopie point of

view. The electron-lattice coupling constants are derived on the
basis of tight-binding calculations of the electronic band
structure and the generalized electronic susceptibility is

ealculated. From these results the interplanar forces are
evaluated. Refiecting the narrow gap of this substance, the
interplanar forces take .stgnificant values even for far

neighboring planes. Further, owing to constderable deerease of
the energy gap induced by pressure, the interplanar forces reveal

characteristic pressure dependences. These effective forces
combined with short range repulsive forces appropriately chosen
explain qualitatively the observed pressure dependence of the

phonon dispersion curves. Particularly we emphasize that the

-i-

effective interplanar forces caused by the electron-lattice
ineraction are important to explain the pressure-induced
frequency-softening of the LAx mode as observed.

In part II a role of the electron-lattice interaction in the
superconductivity observed in the simple-cubic phosphorus, which

is stabilized above 110 kbar, has been studied. First we
calculate the electronic band by the self-consistent augmented
plane wave (APIhl) method. The density of states (DOS) and the

Fermi surfaces are calculated and pressure effects on them are

studied. As pressure increases from 132 kbar to 304 kbar, a
change of the total DOS at the Fermi level, D(EF), is found to be
quite small, but a remarkable change is found for some particular

Fermi surfaces. The small value of D(EF) and fairly high
superconducting transition temperature, such as 5"vll K, suggest

that the simple-cubic phosphorus is a system having the strong

electron-phonon interaetion. Therefore we have calculated the
electron--lattice matrix elements on the basis of the rigid

muffin-tin approximation, using the electronic band structure

calculated by APW method. By averaging the electron-iattice
matrix elements over the Fermi surface, we have evaluated Tc in

accordance with McMillan-Allen-Dynes equation. Tc is obtained to
be 3NIO K for 132 kbar and 4"vll K for 304 kbar. The order of

magnitude of Tc is in good agreement with the observed one. As
for the pressure effeet on Tc, the calculated result shows rather
small pressure dependence of Tc compared with that observed by

Akahama et al. This disagreement might be due to a rough
estimation of the phonon frequencies.
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PART I

ELECTRON-LATTICE
INTERACTION AND LATTICE
DYNAMICS

IN

BLACK PHOSPHORUS
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Sl. Introduction

Recent suceess in growing relatively large single crystals of
black phosphorus (Bp)1'2) has stimulated many experimental and

theoretical studies of its physical properties. BP is an
interesting material from various points of view:

(1) it is an elemental semiconduetor of narrow gap (Eg=

o.3 ev)3,4), .

'
(2) it is a layered
system consisting of puckered Layers5'6),

(3) as pressure is increased, it shows a successive phase transition such as semiconductor (orthorhombic, All) to semi6-8) (simple cubic).
metal (rhombohedral, A7) and to metal
I

(4) in its cubic phase it becomes a supereonductor with a
9-1 2)
fairly high transition temperature Tc= 5Yvll K.
BP is an attractive system also from the lattice dynamical
'
'
point of veiw. According
to inelastic neutron scattering
13)the whoZe of the
measurements at normai and at
high pressure,
longitudinal aeoustic mode (LAx mode) along the [100] direction
shows definite softening with increasing pressure, as shown in
Fig.1-1, whereas the other acoustic phonon branches show

hardening in the pressure range of (O-15) kbar. This LAx
acoustical mode corresponds to the accordion motion of the
puckered layer and affects strongly the bond angle of P atoms.

Hence, this mode is expeeted to be strongly coupled with
'

electrons. Thus it is speculated that the softening of the LAx
mode with increasing pressure is related with the
electron-lattice interaction.

Thus far, lattice dynamical calculation at normal pressure

-2-

14)
has been performed by Kaneta, Katayama-Yoshida
and Morita on

the basis of the va3ence force field model, and by Kaneta and
Morita15) on the basis of the adiabatie bond charge mod'el.
The results obtained from the latter model can explain well the
13)
data obtained by inelastic neutron
infrared
scattering,
16,17)
16)
absorption, Raman scattering , and specific heat
'
measurements.18)
However, there has been no attempt to explain
the characteristic pressure dependence of the phonon frequencies

mentioned above. The aim of the present study is to investigate
microscopically the eoupling between the electrons and the
lattiee and to clarify the origin of the softening of the LAx
mode caused by pressure.

!n g2 the crystal structure and the Brillouin zone of BP are
described and the electronic band structure is ealculated on the
ttt tight-binding method with use of the extended H'ickel
basis of the

approximation. We discuss also effects of pressure on the band
structure.

Zn 53 the electron-lattice interaction is derived microscopically on the basis of the tight-binding method and the generalized eleetronic susceptibility, xctB(ij,q), is calculated for BP.
A possible origin of the softening of the LAx mode is discussed.
In 54 the interplanar forces along the [100] direction caused
by the electron-lattice interaction are evaluated from the
generalized electronic susceptibility obtained in g3.

In 55 iattice dynamics is studied for 15 kbar as well as for

normal pressure. The origin of softening of the LAx mode caused
by pressure is discussed in detail.

Finally, 56 is devoted to some remarks and conclusion.
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S2. Tight-Binding Calculation of E!ectronic Band Structure
'

us21 C talStructure
18
The crystal structure oÅí BP is orthorhombic
(space group D2h)

and consists of puckered layers as shown in Fig.2-1. Atomic
positions in this orthohombic lattice are specified by three
latttice constants, a, b,and c, and two structure parameters, u

and v. The primitive translational vectors are
'

a2=(O,a/2,b/2), (2.lb)

a3= (O, -- a/2,b/2)• (2 .1 e)
Four atoms in the primitive unit cell are located at the
following points:

Tl=(u.c,O,vb), T2=-Tl,

T3=(c/2-uc,a/2,vb), T4=-T3• (2.2)
'

Here the inversion center is chosen as the origin.

The point group of this crystal is D2h with eight operatlons:
E,C2x,C2y,C2z,I,Ux,O y,Oz• Half of these operations, namely

C2x,C2z,Ox,and az, are accompanied by non-primitive translation
''

T=(c/2,O,b/2). ' (2.3)
-5-

Within a layer, P atoms are covalently bonded each other
through the 3p electrons to form the zig-zag chain along the

y-direction and puckered arrangements along the x-direction. The

layers are loosely bound by weak van der Waals forces. Cartz et
al. have determined the crystal strueLure parameters from the
19)
neutron diffraction measurements.
Their values at normal
pressure (at 15 kbar) are

a=3.3133 (3.3116) A, b=10.473 (10.260) A, c=4.374 (4.289) A
u=O.0806 (O.0782), v=O.1034 (O.1050).
Reflecting the covalent bonding of the zig-zag chain,

compressibility with respect to the y-direction is fairly
small.19) The change of the lattce constant c with inereasing
pressre arises mainly from the change of the distance between the
zig-zag chaiRs, and the width of a zig-zag chain itself remains
almost unchanged.
'.v.tS"1tN
tSal,a2, and a3, are given by
The reciprocal lattice .v.
veetors,
le

l(.

al =2 rr (1 /c,O,O), (2.4a)
a5=2n(o,1/a,1/b), ' (2.4b)
a3=2T(O,--1/a,1/b). (2.4c)
'

The first Brillouin zone of BP is a six-sided prism as shown in
Fig.2-2. The electronic' states specified by wave vectors on the

-6-

hexagonal face must be two-fold degenerate on acount of the
properties of the irredusible representation of the
20)
From
now on we represent the x,
non-symmorphic space
group.
y, and zeomponentsof wave vectors in units of 2rr/c, 2rr/a, and

2T/b, respeetively. For example,
r=(o,o,o), x=(1/2,o,o), z=(o,o,1), L=(1/2,o,1).
Symmetry lines which connect r and X, r and Z, and Z and L are
denoted as A, Z, and U, respectively.
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The crystal structure of black phospho]rus. The
upper figure shows the projection of two
successive puckered layers on to the xy-plane.
The lower figure shoiftrs that on to the xz-plane.
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phosphorus.

ky

2--2 Electronic Band Sturcture
'
The electronic band structure and the electronic properties

tt

of BP have been extensively investigated in recent years. There
have been calculations of the energy bands of BP using the
self-consistent pseudopotential (scp) method21) and the
'
22)
tight-binding (TB)
method.
In the SCP calculation, Appelbaum-Hamann type core potential,
which is determined so that the ealculated 3s and 3p levels of
p4+ ion could well reproduee the experimental values, has been
used and the Xct method with or=O.8 was adopted for the exchange

potential. The results of the SCP calculation are in good
23) spectrum,
agreement with the XPS
the partial density of states
24)
measured by soft X-ray spectroscopy,
and the valence band

structure measured by angle-resolved photoemission
25)
spectroscopy.
In the TB ealculation, Slater-type atomic wave functions wtth
Clementi's exponents for 3s and 3p orbitals and the extended

HUckel approximation (EHA) have been used. The qualitative
features of the electronic density of states as well as the
dispersion curves of the lowest conduction band and the highest
valence band are in good agreement with those obtained by the SCp
calculation.

'

The TB method has an advantage that it ean be extended easily
to ealculations of the electron-lattice interaction even in

complex systems. Thus, we adopt the TB method to study the
electron-lattice interaction of BP. We first illustrate the

-10-

TB method with use of the EHA, and then the calculated band
structures are presented.

Slater-type wave functionsfor 3s and 3p orbitals are
expressed as

Åë3s(r)= C3,r2exp(-or3,r), (2.sa)
Åë3p.(r)= C3pxrexp(-ct3pr), (2.sb)
Åë3py(r)= C3pyrexp(-or3pr), , (2.sc)
Åë3p.(r)= C3pzrexp(--or3pr), (2.sd)
where C3s and C3p are the normalization constants and or3s= 1.8806

and or3p=1.6288 (atomic unit) are Clementi's exponents. Bloch
functons are written in the form of linear combinations of the
atomie orbitals:

tuiu(k,r)= -N 2Z Åëu(r"R2i)exp(ikeRÅíi), (2.6)
where R2i=R2+Ti represents the position vector of the i-th ion
(i=1,2,3,4) in a primitive cell at a lattiee point R2, and v
denotes the atomic orbitals 3s,3px,3py,and 3pz•
The electronic band energies ERk are obtained by solving the
seeular equation

detlTiu,j.(k,k)-ESiu,j.(k,k)l=O, (2.7)
where {Tip,jv(k,k)} and {Siu,jv(k,k)}' are transfer and overlap

-11 -

matrices

'

Elements of the overlap matrix are

respectively.

defined by
Siv,jv(k,kr)

"I thlrp

(k,r)Åë
. (k!

,r)d3r

(R -R
Zs
uvÅíi

oj

3v

=6

kpkT

se,

)exp[-i

k'(RÅíi-Roj)],

(2.8)

where
Sv.(RÅíi-Roj)= I Åëp(r-RÅíi)Åë.(r-Roj)d3r

(2.9)

are overlap integrals which can be

calculated analytically using

eq.(2.5) for arbitrary (R2i-Roj)•

Elements of the transfer

matrix are defined by
Tiu,jv(k,k')

-I ivi

(k,r)H Wjv(k',r)d3r

=6

i Tuv(RÅíi-'Roj)eXP[-ik'(RÅíi-Roj)],

k,kt

(2. 10)

with
Tu.(RÅíi-Roj)=f Åëp(r-R2i)HÅë.(r-Roj)d3r.

(2.11)

where H represents the one-e!ectron Hamiltonian

which is assumed

to inelude screening, exchange, and correlation
appropriate way in a' one-eleetron approximation

ln some

The wave function Åën(k,r) which corresponds

expressed in the form of linear combination of
funcLions Vip(k,r):

-- 12 -

.

o can be
to E
nk
'

the basis Bloch

' t.
Åën(k,')= i.pAip,n(k)Viu(k,'),
' (2•12)

where A(k) is the transformation matrix and iL satisfies the
following relations:
At(k)T(k,k)A(k)==Ed(k),

'

(2.13)

At(k)S(k,k)A(k)=1, (2e14)
where Ed(k) is the diagonal matrix with
elements
Egk.
When
a

set of Bloch functionsformsan orthonormal basis, contribution
from an atomic orbital p of the i-th ion to the eleetronic state
(nk) is given by w(ip,nk):IAip,n(k)12. In case of non-orthognal
basis, on the other hand, this relation is not valid in general.
However, if IAT(ip,nk) is significantly large for particular ill=jv

eompared with other W(ip,nk)'s (ivijv), it is reasonable to say
that the atomie orbital v of the j-th ion mainly contributes to
the electronic state (nk).
After Takao et al.22) we adopt the EHA to evaluate the

transfer integrals. In the EHA transfer integrals are assumed
26)
to be proportional to overlap integrals:

- 21 Kuv(iu+iv)Suv(RÅíi-Roj), fOr R2iiRoj,
T u v ( RÅí i - Ro 3' ) =

Iu6pv, Or R2i=Roj, (2o15)
'
'
where Iy denotes the ionization energy and Kuv represents a

parameter chosen appropriately. In actual calculations the

ny

13 -

ionization energies are taken from the values calculated by
Harman and Skiilman27) (I3s=-1.2588 Ryd•, I3p=-O•6139 Ryd•) and
' values of we
use Kthe commonly chosen value
as to the
K and
pp

ss
1.75 which reproduces fairly well the energy bands of Si or Ge

obtained on the basis of the emprical pseudopotential method.
may be chosen
so as to reproduce the
The remaining parameter
K
sp
band gap at normal pressure.
In actual caleulations overlap integrals are taken into

consideration up to the tenth neighbours. The minimum energy gap
Eg between the valence and conduction bands appears at Z point
and is given by Eg=E(zZ)-E(zE), where zZ and zE denote the

irreducible representations of the space group. Fig.2-3 shows
the Ksp-dependence of E g. The energy gap, O.3eV, at normal
pressure can be obtained if we take Ksp=1.379, whieh is sl.ightly
different from that determined22)
bywho
Takao
et the
al.
used

crystal structure parameters different from ours. In our
calculations crystal structure parameters are taken from the
measurements by cartz et ai.i9) (see s2--i).
The energy dispersion curves along the U line and the Z line
in the first Brillouin zone at noraml pressure are shown by solid

curves in Fig.2-4. The region of the energy gap is shaded. [Che
dispersion curves of the highest valence band (HVB) and the
lowest conduction band (LCB) are quite similar to those obtained

by Asahina et al. on the basis of the SCP method. It is noted
that the character of the wave functions is 3pz-like in HVB and
LCB.
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2-3 Pressure effects
The electronic band structure of BP at 15kbar has been

calculated in the same way as at normal pressure. We used
crystal structure parameters a, b, e, u, and v at 15kbar
19)
But,
determined by Cartz et
al.no modification were made
for the values of EHA parameters, Kss, Kpp, and Ksp•

At 15kbar, the minimum energy gap, which appears also at Z

point, is O.17eV as shown in Fig.2-3 and Fig.2-4. The
calculated pressure coefficient of energy gap dEg/dP has negative
value of -8.5 meV/kbar; this is about a half of the experimental
value, -16.7 meV/kbar, which has been determined by electrical
28)

resistivity measurements. In spite of the simplified

treatments for the transfer integrals, our calculations well'
reproduce the pressure dependence of the energy gap.
The energy dispersion curves along the L' and Z lines at 15

kbar are shown by dashed curves in Fig.2-4. It should be noted
that as pressure is applied the energies of HVB (ZE-U2-Ll)
considerablly shift up whereas the energies of LCB (ZZ-U2-Ll) are

almost unchanged. Hence the direct or indirect energy gap
between HVB and LCB along the U line decreases considerably when
pressure is applied.

From group theoretical consideration, the electron-phonon
matrix elements between two electronic states with U2-symmetry on
the U' line do not vanish only for Al-phonons, to which the

LAx-phonon belongs. Therefore, these facts suggest that the
remarkable narrowing of the energy gap along the U line could be
responsible for the pressure-induced softening of the LAx-phonon.
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S3

Electron-Lattice Interaction

3-b1

Generalized electronic susce tibilit

In the adiabatie approximation the ions in the crystal
vibrate in the instantaneous potential given by the sum of (i)
electrostatic potential produced by ions themselves and (ii)
adiabatic potential which is the electronic free energy when the

ions rest at their instantaneous positions. If displacements of
the ions 6Rki from their equilibrium position R2i are assumed
to be sufficiently small, we can treat the problem within the

harmonic approximation. Then, the change of the total potential
energy due to the displacements can be generally expressed as

AV - {i- gB E,,i.jF"B(2i,Åíij)6R2ct.• 6RSj, (3.i)
where ForB(2i,2'j) represenLs force constant. Introducing
Fourier transform of the displaeement, ui(q), defined by

ui (q) =7iNYi 6RSiexp(iq'R2i), (3.2)
eq.(3.1) can be expressed as
' '

Av - ;i 3 ig jBz D"B(ij,q)ug• (q)ug• (-q), . (3.3)
where DctB(ij,q) is the so-called' dynamical matrÅ}x defined by

- 18 --

DorB(ij,q) = JZI IIct3(sei,Je'j)exp{iq'(Rsei-Rse,j)}• ' (3o4)

!n general the electronic free energy can be expressed as

Fbs-Fe..e• Here Fbs denotes the contribution from the band
structure (effective one-electron energy part) and F
e-e
represents the sum of the Hartree potential energy and the
'
must
necessary
correlation-exchange
energy.
Thebe
term
-F

e-e
so that the electron-electron interaction energy is not counted

twice. Consequently, within the adiabatic and harmonic
approximation we can express the dynamical matrix as follows:
orB
or B+ R
D
(ij,q) =aB
Db,(ij,q)

(ij,q) (3.5)

aBDbs(ij,q) is the contribution arising from the ehange of
where
or BAFbs, and R (ij,q) represents the
Fbs due to lattice distortion,

contribution from the change of ion-ion Coulomb energy and -Fe-eo
or B
(ij,q) are
It should be noted that the forces
eorreponding
to R
29)
short-ranged in general.

AF
bscan be obtained on the basis of the TB method extended to

the displaced structure. In calculating the energy bands of the
displaced structure we have two choices. One is the Fr6'lich
approach and the other is the Bloch approach. In the Fr61ich
approach, the atomie wave functions are moving adiabaticaUy with

the ions. In the Bloch approach, the electron-lattice matrix
element is taken with respect to electronic states of the
'
30) by Ashkenazi et al.
undistorted structure. It has been shown
that within the harmonic approximation both approaches lead to
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the same physical results. In the present study we adopt the
Frb'lich approaeh and express the basis functions in the displaced
structure as
Åëiu (k,r) -- Tft i Åëp (r-R2 i-6 R2 i)e xp (ik• R2 i)• . (3.6)
'

Overlap an(l Transfer matrices are defined by

Sip,j.(k,k') =I thi:-(k,r)thj.(k',r)d3r, (3.7)
Tiu,j.(k,k') =I Åëi:'(k,r)Hthj..(k',r)d3r, (3.s)
and the band energies of the distorted structure are determined
by solving the secular equation

detlT(k,k')-ES(k,k')1=O• (3.9)
It is noted that overlap and transfer matrices are not diagonal

in k. In the harmonic approximation it is suffieient to take
into account the change of overlap and transfer integrals up to
ct of 6RÅíi. Then, the band energies of the
the second order

distorted structure are calculated by using the first and the
second order perturbation theory for the non-orthogonal

representation. The results are as follows:

Enk=E9kl EÅíl}), . (3•10)
EÅíi) = k g .Z. . i. BgS or 'jB(nk,q)u; (q)ui (-q)
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+k2zz

gior(nk,n'k-q;E9k)gjB(nk,n'k-q:E

q iorjB

E.Ok - E9,k-q

9k) i""

u:(q)uS(-q)'
'

(3.11)

Here .g and g2
are defined by

gZa(nk, n'k-q:.E) = Cict(nk,n'k-q)-ERknior(nk,n'k-q)

, (3.12)

gS"'3'B(nk,q)= gi or'jB(nk,nk,q)-E9kn.il}"'jB(nk,nk,q)

, (3.13)

where
pl ,v i. st
,A:7 'p,n(k)iorj (i 'Pk,j 'V k')Ajtv,n,
gXor(nk,n'k')=

p i. , v i. , A :r !p , n ( k) S ctj ( i ' p k, j 'v k ' ) A j , v , n ,
nZa(nk,nTk')=

elor ,jB

(nk,n'k!,q)=pl ,v i. ,A:,v,n(k)diorj g• (i'pk,jivk')A

(kt), (3.14)
(kT), (3.15)
(kt),
jTV,nT
(3.16)

n1ct'jB(nk,n'k',q)=ul ,vi,A:7Tv,n(k)Sori• 9• (;'pk, 3' 'v kr)A

(kT).
jiv,nr
(3.17)

Sg and Sqe are
expressed in terms of derivatives of

1 ZJ

overlap

integrals as follows:'
s: (i

sq6(i
IJ

'
'vk,j'vk')= 6ii,Si9p,ji.(k')'6ijTSI•9u,jiv(k)
ct B
fpk,j'vk',q)= 6iiT6jirSS,u,j,v(kr)'-6ijr6jj!
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, (3.18)
s'

ie,,j,.(k)

- 6ij t6ji t Si• 9S ,j rv

(k'+q)-6iir6jj

,s•

g. E

v,jtv(k--q),

(3. 19)

where
S or
i• ,v ,j ,v

orB

SSip,jtV

(k) - Z
2

S&." ( R2 ir-R2 rj ,)e X P{ -ik' ( RÅí i,'R2 ,j i)} ,

(3e 20)

(k) -Z

ctB
Sfiv
(R2it-R2ijT)eXP{-ik'(R2ir'-'RÅírj,)},

(3. 21)

(R),

(3. 22)

Åí

with
s"S(R) ==

aR s
or

vv

S&gB(R)=eRÅí:RB S,.(R)• (3e23)
-g and iq6 are expressed in the same formts as those of g9 and
gai. g. in terms of T&g and TfivctB. The first and the second order

derivatives of the overlap integral, eqs.(3.23) and (3.24), can
be represented in terms of Slater-Koster's two center integrals

and their derivatives. Their expressions for s and p orbitals
are given in Appendix A. In a framew'sork of the EHA the
derivatives of transfer integrals are evaluated as follows:

Tdig(R) -g K,.(I,+I.)Sfi.or(R), (3.24)
'

Tfig3(R) =2i- K,.(i,+i.)s"."B(R)• (3.2s)
gte(nk,n'k-q;ERk), which is caZled theelectron-lattice interction
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coefficient, represents the strength of coupling between the
electronic states (nk) and (n'k-q) caused by the displacement
.ct.• (q)'

The free energy associated with the electronic bands is given
'

by

Fbs = -kBT Z IOg[1+eXP{-(Enk-Pe)/kBT}]+PeNe, (3'26)
nk

and the chemical potential ue is determined from

Ne =2 ikf(Enk)' (3•27)
where

f(Enk)= 1+exp{ ii.k-v. kBT} ' (3•28)
In the harmonic approximation the change of Ibs due to lattice
distortions is simply given by
'

AFb. =2 ZkE(iik fO(EO.k), (3.2g)

where fO(Enk) is 'u'he Fermi distribution funeLv:on for the undistorted

structure. Substituting eq.(3•11) into eq,.(3.29) we obtain the
Åíinal expression for AFbs as follows:
AFb, E {i- g i..i.B D"bB,(ij,q)uori (q)ug•(-q)

== -2i a l . i. B [x or B (ij ,q) + D ct2 B ( ij , q) ] u ctj (q) u g• (- q) , (3 .3 o )

'
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where

xorB(ij,q) : 2.X!l ERk 1 E9,k-q
Å~[gi"(nk,n'k-q;ERk)gjB(nk,n'k-q;ERk/i"fO(E2k)

-gi"(nk,n'k-q,E9,k-q)gjB(nk,n'k-q;ER,k-q)'kfO(E9rk-q)],

(3.31)

DgB(ij,q) = 2.i' 2gict'jB(nk,q)fO(E9k)• (3•32)
xctB(ij,q) is called the generalized electronic susceptibility and

represents the contribution to the dynamical matrix arising from

the linear electron-lattice interaction. Forces correponding to
xorB(ij,q) are usuany long-ranged in metals and narrow-gap
semiconductors. On the other hand, forces coorresponding to
DgB(ij,q) ean be treated as short-range and the term D:B(ij,q)
can be included safely into RctB(ij,q). Thus, from now on we
exPress the total dynamical matrix as

DorB(ij,q) = xctB(ij,q) + R"B(ij,q)• (3•33)
The phonon frequencies are determined from diagonalization of
D"B(ij,q).
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twt2E 1fctB()
we have calculated xorB(ij,q) for the narrow gap semiconduetor

BP at zero temperature. The summation over the first Brillouin
zone has been carried out by dividing the 1/8 irreducible zone
into 234 rectangular meshes. The relative weights have been
eorreetly eonsidered for meshes which are truncated by the zone
"'i'boundary plane perpendicular
to a =(O,1,1). The accuracy of

numerical evaluation of Å~orB(ij,q) is estimated to be 1'v2 per eent

from eomparison between the results obtained by using 235 meshes
and by using 125 meshes.

We focus our attention to lattice vibrations along the x
direction and hence numerical caleulations of xorB(ij,q) have been
carried out for seven wave vectors, q=(m/12,O,O) (m=O-6), along
the A line. Then, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of xorB(ij,q) have

been determined for each q. In Fig.3-1 we show all eigenvalues
of xorB(ij,q) at normal pressure by open circlLes. All of the
obtained eigenvalues are negative, which means that electronlattice interaetion has a role of lowering phononen frequencies.

The eigenvectors on Lhe A line are classified into four irreduci-

ble representations, Al, A2, A3 and A4. Symmetry eoordinates
which belong to each irreducible representation are tabulated in

Table 3-1. In Fig.3-2 we show in magnified scale three eigenvalues which correspond to three acoustical branches, LAx, TAy,

and TAz, respectively. The symmetries of I:Ax, TAy, and TAz are

Al, A4 and A2, respectively• The eigenvectors of LAx mode consists mainly of two symmetry coordinates xl+x4 and x2+x3, but the
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components of zl-z4 and z2-z3 are also included a litue.
(ij,q) also for
We have calculated the orB
eigenvalues
of 15
x

kbar. The results are shown by closed circles in Fig.3-2. As
seen from the figure the magnitude of the eigenvalues become
or B
Zarger as the pressure is increased.
Hence, x (ij,q) plays a

role of softening the phonon frequencies with increasing

pressure. The change of eigenvalues of Al-modes is relatively
large compared with that of other modes, and in particular the
LAx mode has the largest increase of the magnitude of eigenvalue

among three acoustical modes. This fact strongly implies a
possibUity that oniy the LAx acoustic phonon shows softening as
pressure is applied.

The large softening of the Al-mode is related with the

electronic band strueture near the Fermi level. Because of the
energy difference in the denominator of eq.(3.31) a main
eontribution to x arises from couplings beLween HVB and LCB near

Z point. If we consider a wave vector q on the A line and
choose as (nk) state the bottom of the conduction band at Z
point, ZZ, then a large contribution arises if (n'k-q) state lies
in HVB wi'u'h U2-symmetry along the U line. Xn this case there is

a selection rule by group theoretieal concideration mentioned in
previous seetion and only the Al-mode can connect those two
eleetronic states, ZZ, and U2• As seen from Fig.2-4 the energy
difference E(ZZ)-E(U2) decreases considerably with increasing
t/
pressure. This is the main reason why the decreases of
eigenvalues of the Al-symmetry mode under pressure are large.

Validity of the above argument is confirmed by the following
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analysis. First we have carried out numerical calculations of
x coefficient lg12I where X
the magnitude of electron-lattice
denotes a mode of atomic displacements modulated by the wave
vector q, and 1 and 2 denote a pair of elecLronie states (nk) and

(nrlc-q). We have chosen as (nk) the bottom of the conduction

band , ZZ. On the other hand, as (n'k-q) we have chosen
following two bands near Fermi level along the U line:
(i) HVB with U2-symmetry,
(ii) the second highest valence barid with Ul-symmetry.
x
lg12I
is non-vanishing for X with Al-symmetry in the case (i) and

for A with A2-symmetry in the case (ii) according to the
x
selection rule. The values
of lg121 calculated for symmetry
modes X=Al(x)Ixl+x4 and X=A2(z)izl+z4 in the cases of (i) and
(ii) are shown in Fig.3-3a by solid line (normal presssure) and
x see that Ig121 is large in the
broken line (15kbar). We can

case (i) compared with that in the case (ii). However, the
changexof lg121 due to pressure in the case (ii) is as large as
that in the case (i). Therefore, there is no evidence that the
change of lglX21 due to pressure can be a origin of large
softening of Al-phonons. Next we have taken energy denominator
El-E2 into consideration. Calculated lglX212/(El-E2) is shown in
Fig.3-3b by solid line (normal pressure) and broken line
(15kbar). As is obvious from the figure, the change oÅí
IglA212/(El-E2) due to pressure is considerably large in the case

(i) compared with that in the case (ii). Thus, it has been
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clearly shown that the large decrease of

eigenvalue$ of

Al-symmetry modes caused by pressure is a

result of

pressure-induced narrowing of the energy
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gap.
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Table 3-1.

r point

Symmetry coordinates at the r

(2r: + 2r,' + r3' + r

+

4

+

point

+ r2

rl

and on the A line.

2r 3 + 2rZ)

+

r;:

Xl - X2 - X3 + X4,

Z1

z2

rE:

Xl - X2 + X3 - X4,

z1

z

2

z

r5:

Yl ' Y2 + Y3 - Y4

rZ:

Yl - Y2 - Y3 + Y4

rT:

Yl + Y2 - Y3 - Y4

rE:

Yl + Y2 + Y3 + Y4

r5:

Xl + X2 + X3 + X4,

Zl

+

z

2

z3

rZ:

Xl + X2 - X3 - X4,

Zl

+ z2 + z3 + z
4

(4Al + 4A2 + 2A3 +

2A4)

Al:

Xl + X4, X2 + X3,

Zl

z

A2:

Xl - X4, X2 - X3'

Zl

+ z 4'

A3:

Yl b Y4, Y2 - Y3

A4:

Yl + Y4, Y2 + Y3

A line
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+

4

z3

3

+

z

4

z

4

Z

4

z2

z3

z2 +

z

3

Interplanar Forces Caused

54

4-1

Interatomic forces and

by Electron-Lattice

Interaction

inter lanar forces

In general xctB(ij,q) can be expressed as the

Fourier

transform of effective interatomic forces29)
xorB(ij,q) = i F:B(Åíi,2'j)exp{iq'(RÅíi-R2,j)},

(4.1)

and inversely For xB(2i,2'j) is expressed as

'
F"xB(2i,2'j) -- -" g x"6(ij,q)exp{-iq•(RÅíi-RÅí,j

Further, we ean express the change of eleetroni:c

)}• (4.2)
free energy due

to atomic displaeements as:
AFi = ;i' giB E,,4jF",B(Åíi,2'j)6R,",6Rfi,j .

(4.3)

ct(Åíi,2Tj)
B see that -F
From eq.(4.3) we can easily
X
effective interatomic force acting on the atom

(2Tj) along the

B-direction when the atom (2i) is displaced by

a unit length

represents an

along the or-direction, and vice versa.

Xn general AFI must be invariant under symmetry

the crystal. From this requirement we can obtain
mutuaZ relations among F:B(2i,2'j)'s. Further
th'

e tensor form of For xB(2i,2'j) fo]r a given pair

considering the symmetry operations of the erystal
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operations of
a number of
, we can determine

of atoms by
that keep the

pair invariant. In Appendix B we give detailed consideration of
the cyystal symmetry of BP and determine expliciUy tensor forms
of the effective force for several kinds of atomic pairs.
If a crystal contains many ions in the primitive unit cell
and its crystal symmetry is low, we have a number of independent
elements of force constant tensors even if we consider forees

only between near neighboring atoms. BP is an example of such
crystals. In case we foeus our attention on phonon diespersions
along a particular direction in the q-space as in the present
study, it is convenient to introduce 31)
interplanar forces

instead of interatomic forces. It is noted that the lattice
dynam;cs for wave vectors along a partieular direction can be
completely determined by giving forces between planes
perpendicular to that direction because all the same kind of

atoms on one of such planes vibrate in the same phase. Henee the
crystal vibrations can be described as vibrationsof a linear

chain of planes moving as rigid units. In this picture,
xorB(ij,q) can be expressed as one-dimensional Fourier transform
of effective interplanar forces:

x"B(ij,q) = js K;!B(pi,p'j)exp{iq(Rpi-Rp,j)}, (4•4)
where p or pt denotes a unit cell in the linear chain of planes,
(Rpi-Rp,j) represents the distance between the p-th plane of i

atoms and p'-th plane of j atoms. The effective interplanar
fe]7ce Kor xB(pi,p'j) is obtained by inverse Fourier transformation
orB
of X(ij,q). It can be expressed also in terms of interatomic
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forces as follows:
K•ctx B ( p i , p , 3• ) . P l a :/ e ( P i ) F ctx 3 ( 2 i , 2 , j ') , ( 4 . s )

where the atom (2'j) is on the plane (p'j) and the summation
over Åí is confined on the plane (pi). It is clear form eq.(4.5)
that -Kor xB(pi,p'j) represents the foree acting on an atom on the
plane (p'j) along the B-direction when the plane (pi) is
displaced by a unit length along the or-direetion.

If we confine ourselves to the [100] direction of BP, each
atomic plane eontains only one kind of phosphorus atom, 1, 2, 3,
and 4, and the form oÅí interplanar foree tensors is determined

by symmetry consideration as follow$ (see Appendix B):

aOb

oeB

Kx (P,O)= Ob Co Od , (for p=O, 1, 5, and 7) (4.6)
'

a O b -{; s g , (for p=2, 4, and 8) (4.7)
KCx`B(p,o)'

' aObOd s g • (for p=3A, 6A, and 9A) (4.s)
K"xB(p,O)=
Here we have omitted for simplicity the site index i (or j) of
atoms: a plane of atom 1 has been chosen as the plane O, and the
plane 1 is a plane of atom 2, the plane 2 is a plane oÅí atom 3,
the planes 3A and 3B are planes of atorn 4, and so on (see

Fig.4-1). The interplanar force tensors for p=3B and 6B are
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related to

those for p=3A

Kct ct (3B ,

O) = Korx"(3A,O),

and 6A , respectively, as follows
(-' or =x

X
KZX(3B, o) = -Ki[z(3A,o)
x

,K

xz
X

:

, y, z)

(4•9a)

(3B,O) = -K<X(3A,O),

(4.9b)

Kctxor(6B,O) = K"xor(6A,O), (or=x, y, z) (4.loa)
K<X(6B,o) = K:Z(6A,O),• Kl[Z(6B,O) = K<X(6A,O) (4.10b)
'
The relation for p=9B and 9A are the same as those for p=3B and

3A. Because of the crystal symmetry oy (i.e. reflection in the
plane y=O ), off-diagonal xy, yx, yz, and zy elements vanish
aB
(pr,piT)
between
arbitraly
exaetly. Interplanar force
tensors
K
X
'
planes,
pt and pt', can be easily obtained from the knowledge of
Kor
xB(p,o) by considering the symmetry of the crystal.
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l

5 6B

8 9B

perpendicular to

the

4-2

Effective

inter lanar forces corres ondin to

orB i'

Instead of performing inverse Fourier Transformation of
xB(p,o) by a
eq.(4.s) we have determined the interplanar forces Kor
least sqares fitting (LsF) procedure so as to reproduce xaB(ij,q)
for q= r, (1/2)TX, and X.
or B
(ij,q)
forelements
above x
The number of independent
matrix

three q-vectors is 50 (11 from r, 13 from X, and 26 from

(1/2)rX). This is a sufficient number of data to determine the
interplanar forces up to the ninth neighboring plane because
there are 43 independent force constants within the ninth
neighboring plane.

tt

For convenience iAre introduce three kinds of vector, {xp},
{K}

and }{X(p=1,•••,50, p=1,•••,43):

orB(ij,q)
calculated
xp; independent matrix
elements
x from

eq.(3.31) for q==r, 1/2rX and X.

Ku; independent interplanar force constants up to the ninth
neighboring plane,
xp; independent matrix elements xctB(ij,q) calculated from

eq.(4.5) in terms of Kp for q=T, 1/2rX and X.
Obviously, Xp is expressed in linear combination of Ku as

Xp = i Cpy 'Ku , (p =i ,''',50 ;• p=i ,...,43) (4.ii)
where coefficients
are Cknown quantities. Then, the variance
pu
is defined by
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v=' pz wp(xp-xp)2 =g wp[icppKp - xp]2, (4ei2)
where Wp denotes the weight. Now, {Kv} can be determined by the
minintzation condition for the variance V, which is expressed as
'

p2 Av,u Ky = Dv , (V "1 ,''',43) (4 '1 3)
where

Av,v =g CpvWpCpp , and Dv =g WpCpvxp • (4.14)
On the basis of the above LSF method we have determined the
effective interplanar force constants at normal pressure and 15

kbar. We have used t-he uniform weight (Wp=const). Solid and
dashed eurves in Figs.3-1 and 3-2 represent the resutlts of
diagonalization of xorB(ij,q) obtained from eq.(4.4) using such

deteymined interplanar force constants. As seen from the figure,
xor B (i3 , q. ) calevL la "l ,ed fr om eq . <3 . 31 ) have be eB, ir epir oduc ed al ys. os +.

completely.
ct B
(p,O)values
at
ln Fig.4-2 we show the determined
of -Kx

normaL pressure. Charaeteristic Åíeatures of the effective
interplanar forces are summarized as follows:
(1) Almost all the forces have negative values, which rneans that

the electron-lattiee interaction tends to destabilize the
bonds.
'
(2) Force constants of far neighboring planes are certainly
small, but xorB(ij,q) obtained from eq.(3.31) are reproduced
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poorly if we neglect these far neighboring forces. In this
sense the effeetive force is fairly long-ranged.
(3) Magnitude of -<X(p,O) is remarkably large for the second
neighboring plane (p=2) reflecting strong covalent bonding

between the plane O and the plane 2. It shoud be also noted
that the effective force of the fourth neighboring planes
(p=4) is considerably large compared with those of other far
neighboring planes.
(4) -KYxY(p,O) shows a distance-dependence similar to that of the

xx-component, but its magnitude is smaller than that of the
xx-component.

(5) The zz-component shows a distance-dependence different from

that of the xx- or yy-component. The magnitue of -K<Z(p,O)
is the largest for the first neighboring plane which is
connected to the plane O by covalent bonds orientating

parallel tO TI-T2' .
(6) Off-diagonal xz- and zx-compoments are quite small except

for the first neighboring plane. For this reason the mixing
of the displacements along the x- and z-directions is
considerably small in the LAx and TAz eigenvectors of
x"B(ij,q).
Next we have investigated effeets of pressure on the

effective interplanar forces. The changes of interplanar forces
due tQ pressure
A[-K;llB(p,O)] i [-K"xB(p,O)]1skbar '- ["-K"xB(P'O)]okbair
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are ploted in Fig.4-3. Effects of pressure on each component of
x'B
LKct

(a)

(p,O) are summarized as follows:
All of A[-KXxX(p,O)] are found to be negative, i.e. the

magnitude of the xx-component is increased by p]ressure. It
should be noted that the relatieve increase of the magnitude
(b)

is particularly large for p=4.
The magnitude of A[-KYxY(p,O)] is almost the same as that of

the xx-component for p=1 and 2. For p=4 and 5, however,
the magnitude of A[-K3[Y(p,O)] is about a half of that of
A[ •--Kl[X(p,o) ] .

(c)

The magnitude of A[-K<Z(p,O)] is particularly large for p=1.
However, this change eannot affect strongly the frequencies

of the LAz mode of long wave length, as wiU be discussed in
the next seetion.
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S5 Lattice Dynamics

From the results of caleulation of the generalized electronic
susceptibility xctB(ij,q) of Bp we have pointed out in 53 that the
electron-lattice interaction can give rise to large softening of

the LAx phonon frequency as pressure is applied. As mentioned'
at the end of subsection 3-1, however, the true phonon frequency
is determined by the total dynamical matrix DorB(ij,q) = xorB(ij,q)

+ RaB(ij,q). Hence, to see whether the LAx mode can actually
show softening as pressure is applied we have to calcuÅ}ate the

phonon dispersion along the [100] direction by taking aecount of
short-range repuisive part RorB<ij,q).
we express RorB(ij,q) in terms of short-range interpianar
force constants K?iB(pi,p'j) in the same manner as eq.(3.4).

Then, the total interplanar force constants KctB(pi,p'j) are given
by

KctB(pi,ptj) = K;:B(pi,p'j) + K?IB(pi,p'j). (s•1)
and the dynamical matrix DorB(ij,q) is expressed as the Fourier
transform of KorB(pi,p,j):
'

'
DorB(ij,q) = li Kor3(pi,p'j)exp{iq(Rpi-Rptj)}•
(s•2)
'

Now, the phonon frequencies are determined by solving the secular
equation
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detl DorB(iJ',q) •- Mco2 t = o,

(5e3)

where M denotes the mass of the phosphorus atom
At symmetry points or oR symmetry lines the

.

dynamical matrix

D can be represented in a irreducible form (i.e

. a block

diagonalized form) and then the determinant in

eq.(5.3) can be

factorized. For example, D is decomposed into

two 2Å~2 matrices

and eight 1Å~1 rnatrices at the r point and into

two 4Å~4 matrices

and two 2Å~2 matrices on the A line.
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5-1 Lattice d namics at normal ressure
We first caleulate the phonon dispersion curves at normal

pressure. For that Purpose we have to determine the short-range
RB(p,O) at normal pressure. we have
interplanar force constants Kor
assurned K2iB(p,o)=o for pi4 except KllZ(4,o). Then, the total

number of independent short-range force constants is 13. These
independent force constants have been determined by a procedure
of least-squares fits (LSF) so as to reproduce thirteen phonon
frequencies (eight optieal modes at r, two at X, and three
acoustical modes at (1/4,O,O) ) obsreved by Raman scattering,17)
by infrared refiection,i6) and by ineiastic neutron
scattering.13) These experimental data are Listed in Table s-1

and ploted in Fig.5-1 by closed circles. The force constant
KftZ(4,O) had to be included in order to reproduce the phonon
frequency of the r3 mode.
Eigenvectors of four optical modes, r3+, r2, F3- and rZ, are

determined uniquely from symmetry. Hence, the phonon
frequencies of these modes are expressed explicitly in the form

of linear combination of the interplanar force constants. By
making use of these linear relations we have reproduced exactly
the frequencies of the r2, r3- and rZ modes• As for the r3+ mode
we did not fix its frequency at the observed value, lg7 cm'1.17)
The reason is that if we reproduce completely the frequency of
the r3+ mode the frequency of the TAy branch at the X point is
1 than
then determined always to be --lower
bythe
about 20 cm
observed value, i46 cm-i.i3) we have tried to reproduce the
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frequency of the TAy branch as weU as possible with sacrifice of
the frequency of the r3ÅÄ mode. Furthermore, we have given
special weight on the three aeoustical modes at q==(1/4,O,O) so as

to reproduce the frequencies of these modes with the smallest

variance. The final values of those phonon frequencies optimized
in this way are shown in column 5 of Table 5-1.

In Fig.5-1 we show by solid curves the phonon dispersion
curves caleulated by using KftB(p,o) determined above and Korx3(p,o)

obtained in S4. The whoLe dispersion along the A line consists
of six high-energy branches with energies higher than 3socm-1,
and six low-energy branches with energies lower than 2soem-1

including three acoustical branehes, LAx, TAy and TAz. The
characteristic shape of the LAx branch as well as the features of
the TAz and the TAy branches are in good agreement with the
13)

experimentalresults by Yamada et al.
ct R
$ (P,O) and the total
The short-range interplanar
forces K
interplanar forees KorB(p,O) are illustrated in Fig.5-2 and 5-3,

respectively. Comparing Figs.4-1, 5-2, and 5-3 we ean see a
orxB(P,O)
oc
B(p,O).
and
Å}arge cancellations
between
KKR Since we have
RB(p,o)=o for pi4, KctB(p,o) is equal to K;:B(p,o) for
assumed Kor

pi4. The total interplanar force eonstants KctB(p,o) can be
classified into three groups according to their magnitudes and
each group plays a charateristÅ}c role in determining the phonon
frequencies as follows:
' L: Forces with magnitude larger than 13Å~104 dyn/crn.
(1) Group

This group determines mainly the energies of the six
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high-energy branches.
(2) Group M: Forces with magnitude of 1Å~lo4'b4Å~lo4 dyn/em.

This group determines mainly the energies of the six
low-energy branches.
(3) Group S: Forees with magnitude smaller than 1Å~104 dyn/cm.

This group modifies slightly the energies of the six
low-energy branches.

Since the puckered layer is constructed by the covalent bonds,
both xx- and yy-components of the total interplaner forces take
their largest value (belong to group L) for p=2, whereas the
zz-component takes its largest value (group L) for p=1.

The normal coordinate of the r3 mode is given by Zl+Z2-Z3-Z4
and hence the frequency of this mode is determined only by the
zz-components of the forces as follows:

tu(r3-) = [2{-KZZ(2,o)-2KZZ(3A,o)-KZZ(4,o)}/M]1/2 (s.4)
where we have neglected KZZ(p,O) with pl6. In the right-hand
side of eq.(5.4) a considerable cancellation occurs between the
negative force (group M) for p=2 and th.e positiveforces (group M)

for p=3A (see Fig.5-3). This is a reason why the zz-component of
the short-range force for p=4 had to be taken into account as an
adjustable parameter.

Off-diagonal xz- or zx-components of the total forces take
.their largest value (group M) for p=1. Xt should be noted that
these off-diagonal forces play a significant role in determining
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the curvature of the characteristic shape of the LAx branch, as

explained below. If we neglect all of the off-diagonal forces in
the present case , the lowest optical branch and the acoustical
branch with symmetries Al and A2 become as shown by solid curves
in Fig.5-3. Here thesquared frequency tu2(q) of the LAx mode or
the TAz mode ean be written as
Mco2(q) = -4K(3A)sin2(Tq/2)-4K(6A)sin2(rrq)-s

+[s2--4{K(1)K(2)+K(1)K(4)+K(2)K(5)}sin2(Tq/2)
--4{K(1)K(5)+K(2)K(4)}sin
(2rrq)

-4K(4)K(5)sin2(3Tq/2)]1/2 (5.5)
where S:'K(1)+K(2)+K(4)+K(5) and K(p) represents KXX(p,O) for the

LAx mode and KZZ(p,O) for the TAz mode. The dotted eurves whieh
are plotted in the extended zone and meet with the LAx and the
TAz branches at the X point, respectively, indicate the energies
'
of 'Textended" acoustical branches calculated from eq.(5.5) by
extending the wave vector q to r'=(1,O,O) beyoned the zone

boundary X. It should be noted that the symmetry of the mode
changes from Al (A2) to A2 (Al) as eoming from the first
Brillouin zone (r-X) into the extended zone (X-r') along a

acoustical branch defined by eq.(5•5). Thus, the lowest optical
branch which meets the TAz branch at the X point and crosses with
the LAx branch near (2/3)rX has the same symmetry as that oÅí the

LAx mode, i.e. Al symmetry. Therefore, if we take account of
off-diagonal forces , this accidental degeneracy at the crossing
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between the two branches is removed. As the
such a characteristic shape of the LAx branch.
1
noted that the energy of the---r3-

mode (136 cm

is not affected by the off-diagonal forces.
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result we obtain
It should be
) shown in Fig.5-3
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5-2 Pressure effects - SoÅítenin of LAx- honon
(p,o)
In order to see clearly effects ofaB
the
change of K
X
due to pressure on the !attice dynamics we have first calculated
the phonon disPersion curves by using KorxB(p,O) at 15 kbar and
or B

KR (p,O) determined for normal pressure in the previous

subsection. The results are shown by dotted curves in Fig.5-5.
For comparison, the phonon dispersidon curves at normal pressure

are also depicted by full curves. As expected in 53 every modes
shows softening of fregueney due to pressure. Among three
acoustical branehes the LAx branch certainly shows the largest

softening in the region except near the r point. The frequency
of the TAz mode with long wave-length (i.e. with a wave vector
near the T point) is considerably small at normal pressure and
its frequency is very sensitive to change of the Åíorces.
Therefore it becomes imaginary at 15 kbar.
RB(P,O)
alsoKdepend
In real situation the short or
range
forces
B the magnitude of KR (p,O)
on pressure and we may expect or
that

increases with increasing pressure. At present, however, we
ctRB(P,O).
have no way to evaluate the pressure
dependence of K
ct B that magnitudes of KR (p,O)
Therefore, we have assumed simply

inerease at the same rate, e, as pressure is applied. The
dotted curves in Fig.5-6a show phonon dispersion curves obtained
by using Kct xB(p,O),at 15 kbar and short-range force eonstants
larger by 5% (e=O.05) than those at normal pressure. Fig.5-6b
shows the phonon dispersion curves of the LAx and TAz modes in

enlarged seale. As seen form Figs.5-6a and 5-6b the LAx mode
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does show softening whereas othere phonon modes show hardening
except the TAy mode whose Åírequency is almost unchanged.

Experimentally there is no observation about the pressure

dependence of the TAy mode. Experimental results by Yamada et
al.13) are shown in Fig.5-6b by open circles (O kbar) and by
elosed circles (15 kbar). We can see a qualitative agreement
between the theoretical and experimental results.

It should be emphasized that far-neighboring interplanar
forces caused by electron-laPtice interaction is indispensable to
explaining the observed pressure-dependence of phonon

frequencies. !n particular, large increase of the magnitude of
KIX(4,O) caused by pressure plays a vital role in
pressure-induced softening of the LAx mode. If we neglect all of
off-diagonal eomponents of the forces and take account of the
forces up to the sixth neiboring plane, then the squared
frequeney of the LAx mode with long wave-length is written as
}JIoo2(q)or -[K(3A)/4 +K(6A) +y{K(1)+K(5)}/8 +yK(4)/2]q2 (s.6)
where K(p) stands for KXX(p,O), and yiK(2)/{K(1)+K(2)+K(4)+K(5)].
Eq.(5.6) is obtained by expanding eq.(5.5) with respect to q

around the r point. The value of y is nearly equal to unity
beeause the magnitude of K(2):'KXX(2,O) is very large compared
with those of K(1), K(4) and K(5) (see Fig.5-3). Therefore the
right-hand side of eq.(5.6) is much affected by the change of
K(4)iKXX(4,O) and K(6A):KXX(6A,O). Xn the present case the value
of K(6A)=Ki[X(6A,O)and its pressure dependence are very small (see
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Figs.4-2 and 4-3). Dashed curves in Fig.5-4 show the dispersion
eurves obtained by using KXX (4,O) at 15 kbar and the other force
censtants at normal pressure with neglect of off-dÅ}agonal xz- and

zx-components. It is clearly seen that the eonsid'

erable

softening of the I)Ax mode ean be caused by the change of the

fourth neighboring interplanar force due to pressure.
According to our consideration about the origin of the
characteristic shape of the LAx branch, it can be understood that
the pressure dependence of the forces whieh give rise to the
hardening of the TAz mode is aiso responsible to the hardening of
the LAx mode which have appeared near the zone boundary.
sugai et ai.16) have found from the Raman scattering
'
-1
-1
+
(467cm
,
362
)7
experiment that three Raman active modescm
Vl
-1
) show the hardenings by magnitudes
of 2 cm , 10
(439-1cm
and+
4r
cm-1, and 4 em-1, respectively, as pressure of ls kbar is

applied. As seen from Fig.5-6a, the hardenings of these moS-es
are qualitatively reproduced by our ealculation though the
calculated frequencies are somewhat larger than measured ones.
Our calculation predicts also that the infrared active r3 mode
wiu show hardening by magnitude of a few cm'1 as pressure of ls

kbar is applied. Thus far, however, there has been no
measurement on the pres$ure dependenee of this frequency.
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Table 5-1.

Thirteen phonon frequencies used
determination of the short-range

for the LSF
interplanar

-1)
Phonon frequency (cm
No.

Irred.

Rep.

Experiment

Calculation

r:

R

365

365.7

2

r:

R

47O

478.7

3

r5

R

233

248.7

4

rE

R

440

425.6

R

197

215.0

1

5

r3+

6

r2

R

442

442.0

7

r3

IR

136

136.0

8

V4

IR

470

470.0

9

Xl

N

85

83.1

10

X2

N

146

139.0

N

76

73.0

N

28

37.0

N

84

72.0

11

12
13

.x.

Al

+x-

A2
-x-

A4

-x- q-(1/2)rX

R: Raman scattering (sugai and shirotani)16)
IR: Infrared reflection (Sugai and Shirotani)
N: Inelastic neutron scattering (Yamada et al
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16)
.)13)

forces.

S6. Supplementary Remarks and Conclusion
'
As mentioned in Sl lattiee dynamics of BP at normal pre'ssure

has been studied thus far on the basis of two phenomenological
models: one is the valence force field model (VFFM) by Kaneta et
al.14) and the other the bond charge model(BCM) by Kaneta and
Morita.15)

The VFFM has been widely used to calculate molecular
vibrations and lattice vibrations of -eovalent crystals of the
group Iv.32) Kaneta et al.14) introduced four lattice dynamical
variables within a puckered layer: the changes of 'the two kinds

of bond lengths for the nearest and next nearest neighboring
atoms, 6r and 6r', and the changes of the two kinds of bond

angles, 6e and 6e'. In the scheme of interatomic forces this
model of Kaneta et al. takes account of interatomic interactions

up to the fifth neighbors in a layer. As for the interaction
between the nearest neighboring puckered layers they assumed

axially symmetric interatomic forces up to third neighbors. In
the scheme of interplanar forces along the [100] direction this
model takes account of interplanar interactions only up to third
neighbors.

This VFFM can reproduce almost all the observed phonon

frequencies at normal pressure. However, it has two
disadvantageous points. The first one is that it cannot
reproduce the frequency of the r3-'

mode in a satisfactory way.

As long as the interlayer interaction is very weak, the
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frequencies of the+r3and r3 modes are almost determined only by
a .sing2e parameter, Ke,, which is the coefft'cient of (6e,)2 in

the VFF, and then it is easily shown '

that the frequency oÅí the

rll mode ia always higher than that of r3+ mode. Experimentally
the frequency of the T3- mode (136cm-1)16) is much smallar than

that of the r3+ mode (lg7 cm-1).17) If we assume unusually large
interaetions between the layers, we may reproduce both
frequencies of the T5 and T3+ modes. If we do so, however, we

cannot reproduce other phonon frequencies at all. The second
disadvantageous point is that it cannot explain the

characteristic pressure dependences of phonon frequencies. Zn
fact, we have tried to explain the observed pressure effects on
the basis of the force constant model with use of interplanar
forces only up to the third neighboring planes, which is
equivalent to the VFFM with respect to the lattice vibration

along the [100] direction. As the result we have found that we
can never explain the experimental results. This fact also
suggests strongly the necessity of far-neighboring interplanar
forces in order to explain the observed pressure dependences of
phonon Åírequencies.

Recently, Kaneta and Morita15) have used the BcM to improve

lattice dynamical calculation of BP at normal pressure. Zn this
model, point bond charges which move adiabatically with the ions
are introduced at the midpoint of each pair of covalently bonding

ions. The first disadvantageous point in the VFFM is then
removed, because the BCM has new additional degrees of freedom
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with respect to the point bond charge so that the vibration of
' without changing BC-ion-BC angle,
the r5 mode can be deseribed

e'. There has been no attempt to calculate lattice dynamics of
BP at 15 kbar on the basis of this BCM. Hence, it is not clear
whether the BCM can explain the observed pressure dependences of
phonon frequencies.

We have calculated the generalized electronic susceptibility
xctB(i3',q) of Bp and the corresponding interplanar forees
xB(pi,p'j) by using the eZectron-lattice interaction derived

Kor

'
microscopically
on the basis of realistic tight-binding

calculation of the band structure. With respect to the short
orB
(ij,q)
range repulsive
part of
R the dynarnieal matrix we have
l
treated it phenomeno!ogically. In this se'nse, our calculation

of lattice dynamics of BP is not fully microseopic. The point
we would like to stress is that we have succeeded for the first
time in presenting a partly microscopic model of lattice dynamics
which can explain well the characteristic pressure dependences of
phonon frequencies observed in BP.

The result$ we obtained in the present study are summarized
as follows:

(1) Effective interplanar forces caused by electron-lattice
interaction is fairly long-range in black phosphorus
because of its small energy gap.

(2) These effective interplanar forces play a role of softening
phonon frequencies as pressure is applied.
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(3)

The softening is the largest for the LAx (Al-symmetry) mode.

This consequence comes from the facts: (O the energy gap
decreases considerably by pressure and (ii) only the Al--mode

can couple the conduction band bottom (ZZ) with the highest
valence band states (U2-symrnetry) near the Z point.
(4)

These effective interplanar forces combined with short-range
repulsive forces appropriately chosen can explain
qualitatively the characteristic pressure dependences of
phonon frequeneies, i.e. only the LAx mode shows softening

(5)

as pressure is applied whereas other modes show hardening.
It is the effective force Ki[X(4,O) (fourth neighboring
Å}nterplanar force) that plays a most crucial role in

pressure-induced softening of the LAx mode.
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Appendix A. Slater-Koster representation of differential
eoefficients of overlap inLegral
We summarize here the differential coefficients of overlap
integrals with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of atom.
The overlap integral between an orbital v centered at origin
and an orbital centered at (x,y,z) = R(Åí,m,n), i.e. distance R

along direction (2,m,n), can be represented as

Spv(x,y,z) =i Cpv,j{2,m,n}'(vv;j) . (A.1)
where (uv;j) stands for Slater-Koster's (S-K) two center
integral, which is a function of interatomic distance R, index j
specifies a type of bond, namely j=o,TT,6,''', Cuv,j{2,m,n} is a

function of direction cosines, Åí,m,n. The S-K representation of
overlap integrals for s and p orbitals are presented in Table
A-1.

In order to treat (Åí,m,n,R) as a set of independent
variables, we introduce an artificial variable u=(22+m2+n2)1/2,

which is unity in actual. Then alternative sets of independent
variables (x,y,z,u) and (2,m,n,R) are related as
'

x=ÅíR, y=mR, z=nR, u=(22+m2+n2)i/2 . (A.2)
The inverse relation is
'
2=xu/(x2+y2+z2)1/2, m=yu/(x2+y2+z2)1/2, .=../(.2+y2+.2)1/2,
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R=(x2+y2+z2)1/2/u. . (A•3)
Making use of eq.(A.3), the partial differential operaters with
respect to the Cartesian coordinates x,y, and z, can be expressed
as

a. = [(1-Åí2)a2 -2ma. -Åína. ]/R + 2aR , ' (A.4a)

ay = [-mÅía2+(1--m2)a. -mna. ]/R + maR , (A.4b)

a, = [-n2a2 -nma.+(1-n2)a. ]/R + naR , (A.4e)
means the
where u is unity, and the(q=x,y,z,2,m,n,R)
notation a
q
partial differntial operator with respect to q. Note that we can
simply differentiate Cvv,j{2,m,n} as if Åí, m, and n are the

independent variables, when we operate eqs.(A.4a,b,e) to

right-hand side of eq.(A.1). The result is, for example,
S"i(R)iaxSuv(x,y,z)
'

=i [{ (1 -Åí 2 )a 2 c u. ,j -k m a .c p. ,j -2 n a . c u . ,j } ( P V Sj ) - 2 c v . ,j d( U Vd R: j' ) ] .

(A.5)
Similar relations for Sbiil(R), and Sfi5(R) can be obtained by using

eqs.(A.4b) and (A.4c), respectively. S-K representation for the
differential coeÅíficients of overlap integrals for s and p
orbitals are presented in Table A-2.
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Table A-1. S-K representation of overlap integral$ for s and p
orbitals.
'
Sss= (ssa)
Ss.= 2(spo)
s..= 22(ppo) + (1-22)(pprr)

Sxy= 2m(ppo) - 2m(pp")

In present study, S-K two center integrals are eveluated by the
Slater orbitals (see S2-2) as fo!low$:
'

(sso)=[1+s+(7/1s)s2+(2/1s)s3+(2/7s)s4+(1/22s)s5+(1/1s7s)s6]e-S
(ppo)-[1+p+(g/2s)p2+(2/7s)p3-(34/1s7s)p4-(13/1s7s)p5
'<1/s2s)p6]e-P
(ppT)=[1+p+(34/7s)p2+(3/2s)p3+(31/1s7s)p4-(1/s2s)p5]e-P

(spo)=Aos+Ak-A16-2A23-A2s+2A34 ,
An." I.(U)J.(V)+Im(U)Jn(V),

I.(u)=nk/[n!/(n-k)!]e-"/uk'1 J.(v)= - ;[I.(v)+(-1)MI.(-v)]

where s=or3sR, p=or3pR, u=(s+p)/2, and v=(s-p)/2, ct3s and ct3p are

the Clementi's exponent.
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Table A-2. S-K representation of differential coefficients of
overlap integrals for s and p orbitals.
'
s,X= Åí(sso)'

ss

sgi[= (1-22)(spo)/R +Åí2(spo)t
sgil= -m2(spo)/R +mÅí(spo),
ssti[= 2Åí(i-Åí2)[(ppo)--(pp")]/R -23(ppo),+Åí(1-22)(ppT),
ss2il[= -222m[(ppo)-(pp")]/R +m(pp•n•),

skyX-- (1-222)m[(ppo)-(pprr)]/R •-•22m[(ppo)'-(pp7)']

Sljl" --22mn[(ppu)-(ppT)]/R +Åímn[(ppu)t-(pprr),]

where (vvj)' stands for d(vvj')/dR.
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Appendix B. Derivation of the general form of interatomic
forees and interplanar forces in BP
Xnteratomic forces

The change of the total interatomic potential energy due to
the displaeements, {6R:i}, of atoms from their equillibrium
posotions is written, in the harmonic approximation, as follows:
AV = (1 /2) 2i 2; j. .ZB F"B (2 i,2 !j )6R2or .. 6R fi ,j (B .1)

where the force constant FctB(Åíi,2'j) is equal to FBor(Åírj,2i).

For brevity, we rewrite eq.(B.1) as

AV({6RL})t = (1/2)S lli (6RL)]E(L,M)6RM , (Be2)
'.'

here we have introduced the vector notations

6RL :- t( 6Rli ,6Ril ,6R{) (B.3)

'
for the displacements, and tensor notations

FXX(L,M) FXY(L,M) FXZ(L,M)

F(L,M) = FYX(L,M) FYY(L,M) FYZ(L,M) (B.4)
FZX(L,M) FZY(L,M) FZZ(L,M)
'
for the force constants, L and M are the contracted symbols for

'
atomic sites 2i and Åí'j, respectively.
-/ .-1 -

Let us eonsider a symmerty operation, ri{ylb}, of the space
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group, where y is a point group oparation (identity, rotation,
reflection, or inversion) and b is a tyanslational vector.
Suppose that the symmetry operation r replaces atoms located at
-v -v

L,M,''', by atems located at L,M,..., respectively. Sinee r is
a symmetry operation of the crystal, the atomie displacements
6RL, 6RM, ''', in the expression (B.2) must be replaced by y6Ri,
y6Riii, ''', respectively, without a change of the form of the

total potential energy, AV, namely,

AV(6RL,6RMp6RN,''') = AV(Y6Ri,Y6RM,y6RN,"')• (B.5)
Using eq.(B.2), right-hand side of eq.(B.5) ean be written as
AV({y6Ri}) == (1/2)S ji t(6RZ)tyF(L,}JI)y6RM

-- (1 / 2 ) 2 Z t < 6 R ) [ t y F ( r L , r M) y ] 6 R ( B . 6 )

LML M
where symbols rL and rM denote atomic sites to which atoms are
moved.by operation r from atomic sites L and M, respectively.
It is clear, through eq.(B.5), that eq.(B.6) is an alternative

expression of eq.(B.2). Thus following relation holds for each
symmetry operation:
'

F(L,M) =tyF(rL,rM)y. (B.7)

Such relations reduce the number of independent elements of the

force constant tensors. The translational operation r={EIRm}
.
requzres
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F(2i,2 'j) = F(2+mi,2+mj ). (B.8)
Next we consider a pair of atoms. As a matter of convenience,
here we define two terms, "equivalent" and tttranspo$edrT : if an

atomic pair (L,M) and another atomic pair (L',M') are connected
by a translational operation, such atomic pairs are called
tTequivalenttT pairs. The force constant tensors for the

equivalent pairs are equal to each other, by eq.(B.8). By
exchanging the order of atoms in a pair (L,M), we get (M,L) which
is a TTtransposedtt pair of (L,M). The force constant tensor for a

transposed pair (M,L) can be obtained by transposing that for
pair (L,M) as

F(M, L) =tF(L,M). (B .9)
In general, a pair (L,M) will be moved by symmetry operations
r to a pair (rL,rM) which is

(1) equivalent to (L,M), or
(2) equivalent to (M,L), or
(3) otherwise.

In case of (1), following restriction F(L,M) must be imposed on a
force ' constant tensor,

' '

F(L,M) = tyF(rL,rM)y = tyF(L,M)y . (B.10)
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In case of (2), similarly,

F(L,)4) = tyF(M,L)y = tytF(L,M)y . (B .11)
'

It ca.n easily be proved that more information other than

eqs.(B.10), (B.11) cannot be obtained from the case (3).
A pair of the nearest neighboring atoms, which are indicated
by 1 and 3 in Fig.2-1, is transposed by a symmetry operation

{C2zlT}• Therefore, the interatomic force for this pair
satisfies F(1)=C2zF(1)C2z• Thus the form of this tensor can be
written as

auv
-v -w c
Eq.(B.12) ean also be obtained by eonsidering the symmetry
operation {oz1T}•

A pair of the second neighboring atoms, which are indicated
by 1 and 2 in Fig.2-1, is moved to the pair equivalent to itself
by a refleetion, {oylO}, and transposed by the inversion {IIO} or
a rotation {C2ylT}. Therefore, the force constant tensor fo]r
this pair satisfies F(2)==uyF(2)oy=ItF(2)I. Thus the forme of
this tensor can be written as

aOv
vOc
A pair of third neighboring atoms, which are indicated by 1
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and 1' in Fig.2-1,
F(3)=u yt F(3 )u y must

F(3)=auv
-u b w

is transposed

by a reflection

be satisfied,

and therefore,

{ol o} .

Thus,

y

(B.14)

.

v -w c

'
The force

constant tensor for a

pair of fourth

neighboring

atoms, which are indicated by 1 and

3' in Fig.2-1,

has the same

pair of fifth

neighboring

atoms, which are indicated by 1 and

4 in Fig.2-1,

has most

general form with nine independent

elements.

form as eq.(B.12).

constant tensor for a

The force

,ILI}lg]:p.Lg,I!g]z=1.g]zslg.stl f

The interplanar force constant tensors for atomic planes
perpendicular to [100] direcU`on inherit their eharactors from
eonstituent

interatomic force constant tensors. The definition,

eq.(4.5), can be rewitten as

P

K(P,Pt) = Z
L

F(L,}vl), (B.15)

where M is arbitrary atomic site included in plane P', the
summataion withrespect to L is eonfined on plane P. From

eq.(B.7), we have
g F(L,rv!) - t,[8

F(pL,rM)]y .
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(B. 16)

Let us consider a symmetry operation r that moves atoms
'

(a) from plane P to P, and Åírom P' to P', or

(b) from plane P to P', and from Pr to P.
'
'

In the case of (a), rL and rM can be replaced by L and M,

respectively, in eq.(B.16). Then we have

K(pi,p'j)=ty K(pi,p'j)y, (B
where i and j specify the kind of atoms (1,2,3, or 4) incuded

.17)

in

plane P at p-th unit cell and plane P' at p'-th unit cell,

respectively. In the case of (b), rL and rM can be replaced'

by

M and L, respectively, in eq.(B.16). Then we have

K(pi,p'j)=tytK(pi,p'j)y . (B
Since oy moves atoms within a plane, eq.(B.17) says that
of the interplanar force constant tensors are unehanged when

.18)

all

they

are transformed by o y, namely,

K(pi,p'j) = oyK(pi,p'j)oy . (B

.19)

Therefore, off-diagonal xy,yx,zy, and yz components vanish
exactly, namely,

aOd

'
'

20)

d!Oc
Making use of eqs.(B.17),(B.18), and the relations
'
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K(pi,p'j)=tK(p'j,pi), (B.21)
K(pi,p'j) = K(p +mi,p'+mj ), (B .22)
we can fined the form of the interplanar force tensors. In case
of i=2 and j=1, we can chose inversion operator I as r, and
obtain KXZ(p2,pr1)= KZX(p2,p'1). In cace of i=3 and j'=1, we can
chose {uxlT} with appropriate primitive translation {EIRm} as Y,

and obtain KXZ(p3,p'l)= -KZX(p3,p'1). In case of i=1 and j=1,
and in case of i=4 and j=1, we find no relation between
off-diagonal components, d and d', in eq.(B.20).

Condition of infinitesimal translation invariance
Suppose that whole crystal is displaeed

veetor. It is obvious that arbitrary plane

by infinitesima!
(ptj) dose not accept

the force, namely,

Z Z K(pi,p,j) - Z-Z K(pi,Oj) = o .

(B.23)

Let us define following Lensor:
K[i,j] ! Z K(pi,Oj).
p

(B.24)

gince the inversion I trd"nspose atoms 1 and

2, atoms 3 and 4, we

obtain; K[1,1]=K[2,2], K[3,3]=K[4,4], K[2,1]

't K[2,1],
=K[1,2]=
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K[3,4]=K[4,3]=tK[3,4]. On the other hand, a reflection{uxlT}
transpose atoms 1 and 3, atoms 2 and 4, thus using eqs.(B.16),
(B.21), we obtain;

K[3,1] = tU xK[1,3 ]Ox"UxtK[3,1 ]O x' (B'25)
This means KXZ[3,1]=-KZX[3,1]. Further, a reflec-tion {o zlT} ,

which transpose atoms 1 and 4, atoms 2 and 3, leads to

K[4,1] = tO ,K[1,4 ]O. =U,tK[4,1 ]O .' (B'26)
This means KXZ[4,1]=-KZX[4,1]. By substituting obtained
relations of K[i,j] into eq.(B.23), we can find the conditions of
infinitesimal translation invariance as follows:

KXX[1 ,1] + KXX[2,1] + KXX[3,1] + KXX[4,a] = O, (B.27a)
KYY[1,1] + KYY[2,1] + KYY[3,1] + K.YY[4,1] = O, (B.27b)

KZZ[1,1] + KZZ[2,1] + KZZ[3,1] + KZZ[4,1] = O, (B.27c)
KXZ[1,1] + KXZ[2,1] + KXZ[3,1] + KXZ[4,1] = O, (B.27d)
KXZ[1,1] + KXZ[2,1] - KXZ[3,1] - KXZ[4,1] = O. (B.27dr)
Note that eqs.(B.27d),(B.27d') require

KXZ[1 ,1]+ KXZ[2,1]=o, (B.28a)

KXZ[3,1]+KXZ[3,1]=O. (B.28b)
The restoring force K(pi,pi) can be defined by,eqs.(B.27a-dT).
'
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PART II

ELECTRONIC
BAND STRUCTURE
AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
IN SIMPLE-CUBICPHOSPHORUS

•- 81 -

51. Introduction

BIack phosphorus studied in part I reveals successive

structural transformation as pressure is applied. Around 55 kbar
the crystal structure transforms from orthorhombic (All) to
rhombohedral (A7) structure and above 110 kbar it becomes the
) The simple-cubic phosphorus is
simple-cubie structure.1'
metallic and its electronic band structure has been studied thus
2,3)
far on the basÅ}s of the pseudopotentÅ}al method.
The oecurenee of superconductivity in metallic phosphorus has
received considerable attention, as pressure induced
4-8) Recently several experimental stutdies of
superconductivity.
'

the pressure dependence of the superconducting transition
temperature, Tc, have been reported.
Wittig et4)al. have found an interesting behavior of Tc as a

function of pressure: Tc exhibits two distinct maxima at 120 kbar
and 230 kbar both being separated by a pronounced minimum at 170
7) by Akahama et al.
kbar. Similar results have been obtained
Moreover, they have found that Tc decreases linearly with
pressure above 230 kbar.
Kawamura et ai. have reported5'6) anomaious pressure

dependence of Tc: Tc versus pressure curve strongly dedpends on a

path. Two diffeyent path A and B were considered. In path A the
pressure is applied at room temperature and then the temperature

is cooled down to liquid helium temperature. Experiments by
Wittig et al. and by Akahama et al. have been done also by using

this path A. In path B the sample is cooled down to 4.5 K
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withont applying pressure and then the pressure is increased. In
the case of path A Kawamura et al. have found that Tc is almost
constant (6K) as a function of pressure, which contradicts the

results obtained by Wittig et al. and by Akahama et al. In the
case of path B, on the other hand, Tc rapidly inereases from 5 K

to 11 K as pressure increases from 130 kbar to 290 kbar. From
these results they speculated that the orthorhombic phase and the
simple-cubic phase coexist in samples prepared by using the path

B. This speculation has been confirmed by X-ray diffraction
measurements at' iiquid nitrogen temperature.6)
In the present stage, however, there is no clear
understanding of the superconductivity of phosphorus under
pressure, even of pure simple-cubic phosphorus.

Our purpose is to study microseopically the superconduetivity
of the pure simple-cubic phosphorus, on the basis of the BCS-type

mechanism with strong electron-phonon eoupling. We pay our
attention also to the pressure effect on Tc.

In S2 the electronic band structure is calculated by the

self-consistent APW method. Density of states (DOS) and the
Fermi surfaees are obtained. In S3 the eleetron-lattice matrix
elements are calculated on the basis of the rigid'muffin-tin
approximation. In ss4 the electyon-phonon mass enhancement
'

parameLer x is estimated by using the obtained electron-lattice
matrix elements, the caleulated DOS at the Fermi level, and the
phonon f]requencies estimated by using the rneasured bulk modulus.

We calculate the superconducting transition temperature Tc in

aceordance wiLh McMillan-Allen-Dynes equation. Pressure effects
of Te is discussed. Finally, S5 is devoted to summary.
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S2. APW Calculation of Electronic Band Structure
2-1 Band structure

The augmented plane wave (APW) method has been widely applied
to calculate the Bloch functions as well as the electronic energy
bands of crystals in which the crystal potential can be
successfully approximated by a muffin-tin (MT) potential.
The simple-cubic phosphorus is olte of the crystals with the

highest symmetry, even ehough the coordination number is 6, so
that the crystal potential around a lattice point cannot be
considered to have much larger non-spherical components than that
for the other elemental crystals with higher coordination number.
Thus we can expect that this crystal is a good example for the
band calculation based on the APW method with the MT
approxmation.

Fig.2-1 shows the first BrUlouin zone of the simple-cubic
lattice. Four symmetry points, r, X, M and R, and six symmetry
lines, A, Z, T, A, Z and S, are presented in a tetrahedal
irreducible zone.

We have calculated the electronic band structures of simplecubic phosphorus using a semi-relativistic version of the APW
method which includes the mass-velocity and Darwin corrections
9) interaction.
exactly but neglects the spin-orbit
The
exchange-correlation potential is constructed using the
10)
Gunnarsson-Lundqvist form of the local density approximation,
and the electron eharge density of the crystal is determined
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self-consistently within the MT approximation. Actual
calculations have been performed for two lattice constants, a =
2.369 A and 2.298 A, which were determined by the X--ray ''
diffraction experiments at 132 kbar and at 304 kbar
1)
respectively.The MT radius, rMT, is chosen to be a half of

the lattice constant for both pressure. The ratio of the volume
of the MT sphere to the primitive cell volume i.s O.52: this is

relatively small compared with that for hcp or fcc lattice
(O.74), and even for bce lattice (O.68).

The first step in APW band calculation is a self-consistent
determination of the energy levels and the charge density of an

isolated atom. The electron eonfiguraLion of a single P atom is
ls22s22p63s23p3, and we have obtained the following atomic energy
levels (in unit of Ryd.):

1s : --152.722,

2s : -12.859, 2p : -9.286,

3s : -1.125, 3p : -O.514.
Because the energy levels of ls, 2s, and 2p electrons are
sufficiently deep compared with those of 3s and 3p electrons, we
treat ls, 2s, and 2p shells as a frozen core whose charge density

is a source of the eore potential for the band electrons. The
charge density constructed by 3s and 3p electrons are used as a
starting valence charge density of the self-eonsistent
caleulation.

In the next step, the sampling k-points are appropriately
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chosen in the BriUouin zone and iteration of the APW calculation
is performed until the energy eigenvalues and the charge density

of the crystal converge. The eigenvalues have converged within
1 mRyd in our case.

'

'

In order to clarify whether the self-consistent eigenvalues
depend on a choice of a set of sampling k-points or do not, we
performed calculations for two diÅíferent sets of k-points
described as follows:

(i) 22 k-points with high symmetry, i.e. the symmetry points
' T, R, X, and M, and 3 k-points (3/10, 5/10, and 7/10

position) on each symmetry line of A, S, Z, Z, T, and A.
(ii) 20 special-points for the simple cubic structure, i.e.
those k-points in an irreducible zone written as
T(1,m,n)/8a, where 1, m, and n are odd integers such as 1,
3, 5, and 7. (The speeial point method was first proposed
by Chadi and cohen.11))

For the set Q), the first 8 iterations were carried out using r,
and R points, and X, and M pcints were added in the next 9

iterations. All the midpoints of 6 symmetry lines were taken

into account in the next 10 iterations. FinalZy, after 3
iterations with use of all of 22 k-points the eigenvalues

converged within the required accuraey. For the set (ii),
iterations were carried out using 20 special-points from the
first time and the energy eigenvalues and the valence eharge

density converged well after only 10 iterations. In both
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calcglations, the angular momentum component of the states of a
valence electron in the MT sphere has been taken into account up
to Åí==5, and the cutoff wave vector of APW has been taken to be

3.1(2T/a) which correspond to the wave vector of a free electron
with the kinetic energy of 12"v13 Ryd. The agreement between the
self-consistent eigenvalues obtained from the sets (i) and (ii)
is fairly well, but the energy values in the latter case are

about 6 mRyd smaller than those obtained from the set (i). This
fact implies that we can obtain good eigenvalues and wave
functions by the use of relatively small number of k-points if we

employ an appropriate set of special-points. Therefore, in the
fellowing calculations, we employ the self-consistent crystal
potential obtained by using the 20 special-points.
2 times
Fig.2-2a shows
4rrr the total eharge density, p(r), and

its core electron and valence electron components inside the MT
sphere at• 132 kbar, and Fig.2-2b shows those at 304 kbar. For
both pressure the core electrons localize inside r=O•5rl,IT and

valence electrons mainly exist outside it. The number of the
valence electrons' inside the MT sphere is found to be 3.6265 at
132 kbar and 3.5381 at 304 kbar; a slightly larger number of
electrons are extended to the interstitial region at higher
pressure.

Fig.2-3a shows the energy bands at 132 kbar along the

symmetry lines in the BriUouin zone. The featutes of these
bands below the Fermi level, which is indieated by the horizontal

line at O.62 Ryd, are simUar to those of free electrons in the
empty lattice.
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From the features of dispersion curves and the decomposition
of the wave function in$ide the MT sphere into the Åí-componernts

(i.e.angular momentum eomponents), we have obtained following
informations:

(1) The lowest band almost completely consists of 3s state
except for the states near the R point. The lowest 3-fold
degenearte state at R has a pure 3p character.

(2) The second and the third bands are degenerate along the T
and A lines. These bands almost completely consists of 3p
states. As expeeted from Fig.2-3a, the second band provides
Fermi surface of the hole-pocket type that surounds r point.
On the other hand, the third band provides Fermi surface of
the open-type, which inevitably contacts with the above hole
surface at a point on the A line because the second and third
bands are degenerate on the A line.

(3) The fourth band provides two kinds of Fermi surfaces of
the electron-pocket type: one Surroundsthe R point and the
other surrounds the M point. The state of the fourth band at

the R point consists of 3s state. As coming apart from the R
point along the A, S, or [C lines, the 3p components increase.

The state of the fourth band at the M point has pure 3d
character.

On account of the high symmetry of the simple eubie
structure, 3p orbitals cannot hybridize with 3s or 3d orbitals at

symmetry points r, X, R, and M. According to the consideration
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based on the tight-biding mode!, the characters of several low
energy states at symmetry points can be interpreted in terms of
the atomic orbital as follows :

r point: 3s <bonbing>, 3p (3-fold) / 3d (2-fold), ...,
X point: 3s, 3px / 3py and 3p. (2-fold), •••,
M point:' 3s, 3p. and 3py (2-fold), 3d / ...,

R point: 3p (3-fold), 3s <anti-bonding> / 3d (2-fold), ...
where the energy of the state increases from left to right, and
the position of the Fermi energy is indicated by a slash, / .

Because the 3s band lie weU below the Fermi level almost in the
whole B.Z., the 3s-electrons hardly contribute to the bonding.
The bonds are composed mainly by the 3p-electrons with a little
3d contribution.

Fig.2-3b shows the energy bands at 304 kbar. Comparing this
with Fig.2-3a, one can find the broadening of the band widths.
This is due to an increase of the transfer integrals owing to a

decrease of the lattice eonstant. The second and the third bands
show a slight broadening of the band widths, but the positions
at which these bands cross the Fermi level along the symmetry
lines are almost unchanged by pressure in the range of 132-304

kbar. We note that with increasing pressure the electron-pocket
centered at the R point vanishes and the electron-poeket centered

at the M point expands remarkably. The characteristic vanishing
of the electron-pocket at the R point is due to the increase of
the energy separation between the lowest 3-fold degenerate 3p
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state and

the anti-bonding 3s state: this increase of energy

separation Å}s due to the broadening of the 3s-and 3p bands.
Similarly,

the expansion of the electron-pocket centered at

the M

point can

be interpreted as due to the broadening of the 3d

band
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lattice.

Phosphorus Simp1e Cubic Phase (P=132 Kbar}
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We have calculated the energy eigenvalues for 165 k-points in

the irreducible zone. These values were then interpolated by
12)to calculate the Fermi level (EF) as weU as
spline funtions

the density of states (DOS). Actual caleulation of the DOS has
13)
been done by the tetrahedron
method
with use
of 12,341

k-points in the irreducible zone.

Fig.2-4a shows the results oÅí calculation at 132 kbar. The
full curve denotes the total DOS and the dotted curves represent
the partial DOS which arises from each band, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
The total DOS at the Fermi level, EF=O.62 Ryd, is found to be
2.10 states/Ryd.atom' spin, which agrees with the result obtained
by ab initio psudopotential3)calculation.
This value of the
total DOS is smaller than the DOS at the Fermi level for free
electrons, 2.69 states/Ryd.atom'spin, which is calculated from
the relation

Df...(EF)= { st/(2rr)2}2/3'(3n/4)1/3 (states/Ryd.atom.spin),
where the unit cell volume is st=89.8 a.u.3 at 132 kbar, and the
number of valence electrons is n= 5.

Values of the partial and the total DOS at EF are listed in

the second column of Table 2-1. As seen from the table, the
third band, which provides the large Fermi surface of the

open-type, gives rise to the largest partial DOS at EF. The
partial DOS at EF of the band 4 may be divided into two
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contributions: one comes from the electron-pocket centered at the

M point and the other from that centered at the R point. The
latter contribution is consicterably small compared with the
former contribution.

Fig.2-4b shows the total and the partial DOS at 304 kbar.
Values of the partial and the total DOS at EF=O.76 Ryd are listed

in the third column of Table 2-1. Comparing the results for 304
kbar and those for 132 kbar, we can find that the partial DOS at
'
EF of the second and the third bands
decrease with increasing
pressure: this tendency can be explained by the broadening of

these two bands. On the other hand,
thepartial DOS at E
Fofthe
fourth band increases remarkably to result in the net increase
(1.4 %) of the total DOS at EF as pressure increases from 132
kbar to 304 kbar.

It should be noted that in pressure range of 132-304 kbar the
increase of the total DOS at EF is quite small, but that
remarkable changes are found in the partial DOS o!n -U•he `uhird and

the fourth bands. The small value of DOS and the fairly high
supereonducÅíing transition temperature, such as 5-11 K, suggest
tha`u the simple-cubic phosphorus is a system having the strong
electron-phonon interaction.
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Table 2-1 . Partial and total DOS at Fermi level (in unit

of per

Ryd.atom.spin). Partial DOS arising from band

4 is

decomposed into two coRtributions from states

around

the R point and from states around the M point

band

Density of states D(EF)

132 kbar 304 kbar
2
3

O.25

O.21
1.60
O.32

4
( 4-R )

( 4-M )

1.70
O.15
( O.03 )
( O.12 )

( o.o )

total

2.10

2.13
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( O.32 )

e

2-3 Fermi surfaces

Making use of energy eigenvalues obtained for 12,341 k-points
in the irreducible zone by an interpolation method with use of

spllne functions, we have constructed the Fermi surfaces (FS) in
the first BrÅ}llouin zene.

At 132 kbar, four types of FS are formed from bands 2, 3, and

4. The band 4 gives ries to two FS: one is centered at the R
point and the other eentered at the M point. The obtained Fermi
surfaces are shown in Figs.2-5a, 2-5b and 2-5e. The features of
these FS can be described as foUows:
(1) FS-2: The FS formed by the band 2 (Fig.2-5a).

The length of edges of this dice-like-shaped FS is about

O.6T/a. Electrons fill the outside of this FS.
(2) FS-3: the FS formed by the band 3 (Fig.2-5b).

This FS is open-type with six necks which intersect the

faces of the zone boundary. The Brillouin zone is devided
by this FS into two regions: the symmetry points r and X
belong to the hole-region, and the symmetry points M and R
belong to the electron-region.

(3) FS-4R: the FS centered at the R point formed by the band 4
(Fig.2-5c).

The inside of this FS is filled by electrons.

(4) FS-4M: the FS centered at the M point formed by the band 4
(Fig.2-5c).
The inside of this FS is filled by electrons.
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IAIhen the pressure is increased up to 304 kbar, FS-2 and FS-3

remain almost unchanged, whereas FS-4R completely vanishes and
FS-4M expands remarkablly as shown in Fig.2-6.
we can find in Kittevs text book14) a typieal shape of the

FS for the simple cubie lattiee. Fig.2-7 shows the FS in halffilled case for the simplest tight-binding band
'

E(k) = -2T{ cos(k.a) + eos(kya) + cos(k,a)}. (2.1)
This band shows a characteristic perfect-nesting with respect to
the wave vector QErR because the reZation E(k) = -E(k-Q) holds.
Thus, this is a typical exarnple oÅí the electronic system that
15)
favors the Peierls instability.
Reflecting the fact that FS-3

of simple-cubie phosphorus is formed by nearly half-filled
3p-bands, there is no topological differenee between the FS-3 and

the typical FS shown in Fig.2-7 . In fact, FS-3 ean be regarded
as a certain modification, which arises from the anisotropy of

the 3p orbitals, of the FS shown in Fig.2-6. '
If the shapes of the hole-region and the electron-region of a
particular band in the Brillouin zone are congruent each other,

such a band is said to perfeetly nest itself. It shouldbe
pointed out here that the band 3 has a property oi nearly perfeet

ne$ting. This ean be elearly seen by drawing FS-3 by choosing
its eenLer at the R point as shown in Fig.2-8. Comparing
Fig.2-8 with Fig.2-5b, we can see a similarity between the two

kind of FS-3. Thus, it has been shown that FS-3 nests itself and
that the nesting vector is Q.
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[Dhe nesting property of FS-3 mentioned above can also be

confirmed by caleulating the "band-decomposed" electronic
susceptibility xg'n'(q) defined by
'
xs,n'(q)-fti-S-!(-!llul;i:i:ll-!-ligi::g2Ek),.-i(E-,'l.), (2•2)

where f(Enk) denotes the Fermi distribution function. We have
calculated x8'n'(q) at zero temperature using energy eigenvalues
obtained for 8,OOO k-points by the interpolation method. The
results at 132 kbar are shown in Fig.2-9. As clearly seen,
x3o'3(q) has a large peak at q=Q and xg'3(Q) is the iargest among

x8'n'(q). From these results we may expect a large
frequency-softening of phonons at the R point. Precisely
speaking, however, the frequency softening is determined not by
xg,n'(q), but by the generalized electronic suscepLibility
xctBGj,q) which ineludes the electron-lattice coupling constants

(see Part I). Therefore, in order to obLaÅ}n a definite
conclusion we need to investigate matrix elements of eleetronlattice interaction for a pair of electronic states I3k> and

I3k-Q> with both k and k-Q being on or near the FS-3. If these
matrix elements are large or not so small, then we certainly
expect a large frequency softening bf phonons at the R point.
'
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this pressure.
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M

S3. Electron-Lattice Interaction

2t=LR2,g!LELg!u!L!lg=Ylua]2zg2gl,g!s!!2gzllRdfft xt

The ab initio calculation of the electron-lat'tice interaction

has long been a major problem in the solid state physics. On the
basis of the adiabatic (Born-Oppenheimer) approximation, the
matrix elements of the electron-lattice interaction, I(nk,ntkT) =
( IX(nk,nTkr), IY(nk,n'k'), IZ(nk,n'k') ), are defined by

u(q)• I(nk,n'k') = <nk16Ul n'k'> , (3 .1)
where 6U is a change of the crystal potential U(r) caused by the
lattiee displacement 6Rv=u(q)exp(iq.Rv)•
6U can be written
explicitly as

6U(r) = u(q)•2 exp(iq.R.)[DU(r)/aR.] •(3.2)
v

where R denotes the position veetor of the vth atom. Note thcat
v
we consider the crystal containing only one atom in the unit

cell. From now on I(nk,n'k') will be called the e!ectron-lattice
matrix elements.

The rigid muffin-tin approximation (RMTA) is based on an
assumption that the erystal perturbed by the displacement of the
ions may be adequately deseribed by a rigid displacement of the
16--19)
MT potential. The forrn of the MT potential is written as

U(r) = V(Ir-R.l), for r inside MT(v)
== Vconst , for r in intersticial region, (3'3)
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where MT(v) means the MT sphere of the v-th ion. Then the
RMTA leads to the relations
A
aU/aR. = (elr-R.l/aR.)dV/dp
= -pVi, for r inside MT(v),

=o, L for elsewhere, (3•4)
A
where pElr-Rvl,
p:(r-Rv)/p. In the 'RMTA, the effects of the

electron screening and the change of potential due to the charge
distribution outside the rvlT spheres are neglected.

The APW function for the eigenstate Ink> is expressed as20)

Åënk(r) =l Cnk,iX(ki,r) (3•s)
'
x(ki,.) = el;tlil} li:ki'RvlMioi2(22+i)j2(kis)•:i[gii.nkk]'p2(i}i'6),

(3.6a)
for r inside MT(v)
1

= rcN exp(ik'r), for elsewhere (3.6b)

where st denotes the unit cell volume, j2 is the spherical Bessel

function of the 2-th order, P2 represents the Legendre
polynomial, ki:k+Gi with Gi being the i-th reciprocal lattice
vector, A
and kiki/lkil. RÅí(p,E) is the radial wave function
corresponing to the energy E, and S denotes the radius of the MT

sphere. Substituting eqs.(3.2)-(3.6a) into eq.(3.1), we obtain
the following expression for the electron-lattiee matrix elemens:
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I(n k,n 'k')= i2Z U (Åí ,2 +1 ,E) X2 (nk,n 'k'), (3 . 7)
with

'

l oS R2 (p , E) V T RÅí .1 (p , E) p 2 dp

U(2 ,Åí +1 ,E)= , (3 .8)
st.RÅí(S,E)R2+1(S,E)

y,- i. j cnk,i cntk,, 3• AÅí (ki, krj )• (3 .g )
X2 (nk,n 'k')=

where we have eonsidered only the case of energy-conserving
scattering of electrons by the lattiee displacements, i.e.

Enk=Enrk,=E• A2 in eq•(3•9) is defined by
AÅí(ki,k,j)-[{j2(kis)j2.1(kTjs)I 6 p2(2i•6)p2.1(2tj•6)d6 }

-{ ki e k'j }](2Åí+1)(22+3), (3.10)
A dp stands for d(cose)dÅë and this integraLion can be
where

performed analytically. The integration in eq.(3.8) can be
easUy performed by using radial Schrb'dinger equations for
angular momenta 2 and Åí+121), and u(2,Åí+1,E) is obtained in a
simple form as

U(Åí,2+1,E) =[(V},!T-E)S2 - {L2(E)S-2}{L2,1(E)S+2+2}]/g, (3.11)
where VMT denotes the MT potential on the surface of a lvlT sphere

and L2(E) denotes logarithmic derivative defined by

LÅí (E) = [dlog{R2 (p,E)}/dp]p=s . (3.12)
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3-2 Electron-lattice

matrix element

The electron-lattice interaction of the simple-cubic
phosphorus is expected to be fairly strong from following two
facts:

(i) The simple-cubic phosphorus is a superconductor with Åíairly

high Tc in spite of the small DOS at the Fermi level.
(ii) It shows second-order-like struetural phase transition into
the A7 structure at =110 kbar as pressure is decreased.
Since the A7 structure is described by condensation of the
R-point phonon mode of the simple-cubic strueture, it is
speculated that this structural phase transition is drived
by sof`bening of the R-point phonon mode.

In McMillan's theory of superconductivity which will be explained
in S4 electron-lattice matrix elements between arbitrary pair of
electronie states on the Fermi surface can contribute to

superconduetivity. As discussed at the end of subsection 2-3, on
the other hand, electron-lattice matrix elernents between two

electronic states on or near the FS-3 whose wave vectors are
connected by Q=T(1,1,1)/a are expected to play an important role

in frequency softening of the R-point phonon mode. Thus, it is
interesting to investigate the eleetron-lattice matrix elements
of simple-cubic phosphorus for various pair of electronie states
on or near the Fermi surfaces.

First, we eonsider a pair of electronic states of the band
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3: l3k> and l3k'> where k=T(2,1,O)/2a and k'=Tr(O,-1,-2)/2a.

These two states have the same energy, and k and kT are located

very close to FS-3. Further, note that these wave vectors are
connected by the wave vector of the R point, QET(1,1,1)/a, i.e.
k-k'=Q. The decompositions of the wawe functions inside the MT
sphere have shown that these states are mainly composed by the p
state (707o) and the remaining contributions come almost equally

from the s- and d-states. At 132 kbar, the MT potential VMT on
the surface of a }vlT sphere has been determined to be -O.4676 Ryd.

Now, using the determined transformation coefficients enk,i and
the calculated logarithmic derivatives LÅí(E), we have calculated
XÅí(3k,3k') and U(2,Åí+1,E) from eqs.(3.9) and (3.11). The results

are shown in Table 3-1. Note that the x- and z-componets of
X2(3k,3k') vanish exaetly from symmetry. The value of Xl(3k,3kt)
decreases very rapidly as 2 increases. ReflecLing the nature of
these two stateS large eontributions come from p-d and s-p
scattering. We finally obtain XY(3k,3k') = 9.60 eV/A.
Next, we have chosen the foUowing typieal four states out of
electronic states of the bands 3 and 4 on the Fermi surfaces:

l3kl>, l3k2>, l4k3>, and l4k4>• As shown in Fig•3-1, kl and k2

lie on FS-3, k3 on FS-4M, and k4 on FS-4R. We have calculated
the electron-lattice rnatrix elements for every pair out of these

four states. Calculated U(2,Åí+1,E)'X2(nk,n'k') for 2=O-4, and
I(nk,n'k'.) are presented in Table 3-2. As seen from the table,

the electron-lattice matrix element is considerably large for
(3kl, 4k3) and (3k2, 4k3), i•e• the states on F$-3 are coupled
strongly with those on FS-4M by the lattice displacernents. For
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these pairs the largest contributions are arising from the p-d
scattering, whereas the s-p scattering hardly contributes because
the electronic states of the band 4 near the }4 point almost
completeZy consist of d state.

It is noted that the magnitude of the eleetron-lattice matrix
t.
element between l3kl> and l3k2> (kl-k2=T(3,1,-3)/10a) is smaller
'

than that between l3k> and l3k'> (k-k'=Q=T(1,1,1)/a). We
further calculated the electron-lattice matrix elements for other

various pairs of states l3k> and 13k-q> on or near the FS-3. As
the results, we found that the matrix elements take particularly

large values for q=Q. Thus, in aceordanee with the discussion
given at the end of subsection 2-3 we can conclude definitely
that a large frequency softening of phonons at the R point will
be caused by combined effects of the nesting property of the FS-3

and the strong electron-lattiee interaction. We may suggest
that the struÅëtural phase "vransition fro,m the simpZe-cubic

structure to A7 structure is related with •uhis expected large
frequency-sofetning of the R-point phonons.

•-
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Fig.3-1

Typical fouy wave vectors chosen for
the electron-lattice matrix elements:
on FS-3, k3 on FS-4M and k4 on FS-4R.
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calculating
kl and k2

Table

3 --1 .

Electron-lattice

matrix elements taken between two

electronic states

of the

k=rr(2,1,O)/2a and
= Q = T(1 ,1' ,1)/a.

kr=7(o ,-1,-2)/2a. Note that

g(Åí,Åí+1,E)

Åí

band 3, l3k> and l3k'>

Xl(3k,3k!)

[eV/A]

u.x
[ev/A]

o

s-p

-2.21

1.337

-2.96

1

p-d

1.44

-4.461

-6.42

2

d-f

1.29

-O.229

-O.29

3

f-g

O.56

O.184

O.10

4

g-h

O.38

-O.052

-O.02

IIY(3k,3k!)l = 9.6o
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ev/A

, where
k-k!

Electron-lattice matrix elements taken between the

Table 3-2.

following pairs of electronic states of the bands 3
and 4:

(1) (3kl, 3k2), (2) (3kl, 4k3), (3) (3kl, 4k4),
(4) (3k2, 4k.3), (5) (3k2, 4k4), (6) (4k3, 4k4),

where each wave vector is defined by
kl=T(26,17,1)/40a, k2=Tr(14,13,13)/40a,

k3=n(38,38,8)/40a, k4=T(36,35,35)/40a.

Note that kl and k2 lie on FS-3, k3 on FS-4M and k4 on
FS-4R.
(1)

U.xX

2

2

U.zX

[eV/A]

Åí
[eV/A]

Åí
[eV/A]

o

s-p

-1 .1 2

O.68

O.45

1

p-d

-o.63

O.59

-O.44

2

d-f

-O.52

.o.o6

O.30

3

f-g

O.02

-O.03

o.oo

4

g-h

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

2.25

1.18

O.31

x
U.X
Åí

u•xY
Åí

z
U.X
S2,

lIor(3kl,3k2)l
(2)

U•XY

2
o

s-p•

-O.14

-O.1O

O.Ol

1

p-d

5.17

-O.24

.O.05

2

d-f

O.15

O.74

O.11

3

f-g

O.Ol

o.oo

o.oo

4

g-h

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

IIct(3kl,4k3)I

•-

5.17

O.40
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O.07

Table 3-2. (continued)

(3)

2 U• X,X
[eV/A]

[eV/A]

[eV/A]

s-p

-O.44

2.22

-Oe63

1

p-d

O.02

-O.85

O.26

2

d-f

-o.o6

-O.40

3

f-g

-O.o6

-O.05

O.Ol

4

g-h

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

O.54

O.92

O.44

u. x

x

u• xY

k

U•X

O.03

O.Ol

2

Åí

-O ..08

Z
Åí

o

s-p

-O.Ol

1

p-d

2.26

-4.92

2

d-f

o.oo

-o.67

-O.Ol

3

f-g

o.oo

O.Ol

o.oo

4

g-h

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

2.25

5.55

O.02

u.x

x
Åí

U.XY

u• x

-2.26

1.05

1.05

Fa (3k2,4k3)l
(5)

U. X

2

o

l Ior (3kl ,4k4)l

(4)

z
2

u. xY

Åí

2

O.02

z
2

o

s-p

1

p-d

O.33

-O.39

-O.39

2

d-f

O.23

-O.17

-O.17

3

f-g

O.03

-O.Ol

-O.Ol

4

g-h

O.Ol

O.Ol

O.Ol

1.68

O.49

O.49

1Ict(3k2,4k3)l

--
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Table 3-2 . (continued)
(6)

2 u• xE
[eV/A]

,•xl

z
U.X

[eV/A]

[eV/A]

-o 32

o 03

2

o

$-p

-o 31

1

p-d

2 45

1

71

o 14

2

d-f

•-

o 21

-o 10

-o 12

3

f-g

--

o 03

-o 02

o oo

4

g-h

o oo

o oo

o oo

1.90

1.27

O.05

lIct(4k3,4k4)l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

S4•

4--1.

Superconducting Transition Temperature T
c
Electron- honon

mass enhancement arameter A

}vlcMinan22) has proposed a semi-empirical equation to

determine the supercondueting transition temperarture Tc by using

the strong-coupled theory of superconductivity. I,ater, Allen
and Dynes23) have proposed the following improved equation for
Tc by modifytng the McMiUan's equation:

kBT. - ISI ii exp[ xi: •/•s- ?#i lilii; ),) l (4 •1)

-xt(- phonon frequency, u
Here <co> denotes a kind of averaged

represents the effective electron-eleetron repulsion eonstant,
and X is the so-ealled electron-phonon mass enhancement parameter
defined by

. .2F(ee)

A:' 2IodCO ,, ' (4'2)
where a2F(cD) represents the spectral function of the electronlattice interaction and can be written as
or'2F<tu) =- 'D(EF) 2il,, << 51Eyk-kr'i(nk,n!k')i26(co-tDyk-k,) >>Fs •

(4.3)

In the above equation D(EF) is the eleetronic DOS (per atom.spin)
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at the Fermi level, ooyq and eyq denote the frequency and the

polarization vector, respectively, of a phonon of wave vector q
and mode y, M is the mass of Lhe ion, and <<f(nk,n'k')>>Fs means
that the average of an arbitraly function f whieh depends on a
pair of states (nk,n'k') is taken over the FS, namely,
- nln;kT6(Enk-EF)6(En,kt-EF)f(nk,n'k')

<<f(nk'"'k')>>FS - .i.;k,6(Enk-EF)6(En'k'-EF) '
(4.4)

We note that eq.(4.2) can be rewritten as

A =' D(EF )<< l ieyk-k'ii ili e( illil'k ') i2 >> Fs. (4.s)

Further, if we neglect the mode dependence of the phonon
frequencies, then eq.(4.5) can be transformed into a simplified
'

form as

lI(nk,n'k!)l2

X= D(EF)<< M.e"k, >>Fs, (4•6)
by using the orthogonality relation of the phonon polarization

vectors, i.e. .
;[e\q ]Xeeq=6.B• . (4•7)
The original definition of the averaged phonon frequeney <co>
'
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given by Allen-Dynes is

2og<al> :- l:?i,iOg:,Iiicoltu) - i l:d. 2.,. or2g(tu) (4 ,)

A central problem in evaluating the transition temperature is
the estimation oÅí X, and the most difficult task in calculating

X from eq.(4.5) or eq.(4.6) is how to perform the averaging over
the Fermi surface. Gaspari-Gyo]rffy18) have proposed an
approximate method for estimating X, and their method has been
widely applied, particularly to systems with complicated-shaped
Fermi surfaces.18'21) However, the shapes of the Fs of the
simple cubic phosphorus are not so complicated, and hence it is
possible to perform the numerical average over the Fermi surfaces
without great difficulty as described in the following.

In general, eq.(4.4) can be expressed in terms of the
integrals over eaeh FS as foUows:
<<f(nk,n'k')>>Fs

= A., i :il i eiii, f(nk,n'k')/(A i .d.21 ]i (4•g)

where vnk:IaEnk/akl• If the Fermi velocity vnk does not depend
on wave vector k on each FS, eq.(4.9) can be further rewritten as
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lnlfi,f(nkn'n'kfir)

<<f(nk,n'k')>>Fs =.A,nnnni zzi ' (4'iO)
knkfi r

where kn denotes a wave vector on the FS formed by the band n,
and ni' D.(EF)/D(EF) with Dn(EF) being the partial DOS at the

Fermi level arising from the band n. We employ eq.(4.10) in
estimating the value of the electron-phonon mass enhancement
parameter A.

In order to estimate X we need knowledge about phonons.
However, there has been neither experimental nor theoretical
study for lattice dynamics of simple-cubic phospho]rus. Therefore
we have calculated the phonon frequencies from bulk modulus by

assuming a simple form of dispersion. Our recipe is summarized
as follows:

(1) Evaluate the bulk modulus B=-V(dP/dV) from Murnaghan
equation of sLate,
P=(Ko/K')[( stK,
o/ st)

-1], (4.11)
'

where S2 is the unit cell volume. The constants Ko, Kt, and
sto have been determined by Kikegawa and Xwasakil) as: Ko=gs
3
GPa, K'=2.1, 9o=15.2
A•

(2) Evaluate the longitudinal sound velocity vs along the [100]
direction from
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3B(1 -cf )

"s =[ p(1 ..) ]1/2, (4•12)

where p is the mass density and o denotes the PoissonTs

ratio defined by oiC12/(Cll+C12). Eq.(4.12) is obtained by
using the relations,1/2
vs=(Cll/p) and B=(C"+2C12)/3•
(3) Assume the following simple form of phonon dispersion:
eeq " osx[sin2(q.a/2) + sin2(qya/2) + sin2(q,a/2)]1/2.
(4.13)

Then, we obtain the following relation

oox= 2v./a• (4.i4)
In the above procedure the Poissonts ratio is an unlnown

parameter. In a flLuid medium we obtain o=1/2. This value is
reduced in actual metals: for example, u= O.28 (Mo,W), O.36nuO.37

(Al,Ni), O.42tvO.46 (Cu,Ag,K,Na,Pb,Au,Li). Therefore, we have
aSsumed the following three cases for the value of u: (a) u=O.36,

(b) u=O.40, and (e) u=O.5. The values of the bulk modulus B
evaluated at 132 kbar and 304 kbar are listed in column 3 of

Table 4-1. The values of tox evaluated for each case assumed

above are also listed in Table 4-1. Very recently Chang et
al.24) have calculated the phonon frequencies at several symmetry
points in the BriUouin zone on the basis of the frozen-phonon

method with use of the pseudopotential band calculation. The
frequency of the longitudinal phonon at the X point obtained by
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them is 4.lgxlo13 rad/s

at 120 kbar and

s.16Å~1ol3 rad/s

kbar, which are not far

Åírom the values

of to estimated

By using eq.(4.13),

eq.(4.6) can be

x
rewritten as

D(EF)g

at 300

by us.

(4• 15)

x=M( cox)
2,

where C is defined by
2
lI(nk,n'k')l
g " << (cok-k,/oox)2 >>Fs '

(4.16)

From now on C is called the strength

of averaged electron-lattice

matrix elements. It should be noted

that g is

the value of tux•
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independent of

Table 4-1.Bulk modulus B estimated by using Murnaghan equation

(4.11). The value of wx has been evaluated from
eqs.(4.12) and (4.14) for three cases with different
value of Poisson's ratio u; (a) o=O.36, (b) u=O.40, (e)
u=O.50.

p [kbar] v [A3] B [Gpa] o u)x[io13rad/s]
132

13.3

126

(a)
(b)
(c)

5.72
5.46
4.82

304

12.0

156

(a)
(b)
(c)

6.26
5.97
5.27
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4-2 Evaluation of Tc

!n order to evaluate the transition temperature Te from
eq.(4.1) we first estimate the value of the electron-phonon mass
enhaneement parameter X from eqs.(4.15) and (4.16).

To calculate g for 132 kbar, we have selected 336 k-points on
the Fermi surfaces in Lhe Brillouin zone: 48 k-points on FS-2,
144 k-points on FS-3, 48 k-points on FS-4R, and 96 k-points on

FS-4M. The average over FS in eq.(4.16) have been performed by

making use of eq.(4.10). AU of possible pairs out of the above
k-points are taken into account in the calculation. The value of
g obtained for 132 kbar and the contribution to g from each FS

are presented in Table 4-2. Large cont]ributions arise from the
scattering between the states on FS-3 and those on FS-3, FS-2 or
Fs-4rvl .

The calculation of c Åíor 304 kbar has been carried out by

using 288 k-points in the Brillouin zone: 48 k-points on FS-2,

144 k-points on FS-3, and 96 k-points on FS-4M. At this pressure
FS-4R vanish completely. The results are presented also in Table
4-2. It must be noted that the contribution arising from the
scattering between the states on FS-3 and tho$e on FS-4M

considerably increase with increasing pressure. This is due to
the increase of the partial DOS arising from FS-4M. Even if we
neglect the k-dependence of the phonon frequencies in eq.(4.13),

similar dependence on pressure are obtained. Therefore the
averaged electron-lattice matrix elements g are enhanced by the
increase of the partial DOS arising from FS-4R, which consists of
d-like states.
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The electron-phonon mass enhancement parameter X has been
estimated for both pressure, 132 kbar and 304 kbar, by
substituting C, D(EF), and cox into the righVhand side of

eq.(4.15). The values of D(EF) are listed in Table 2-1. The
value of tux has been evaluated from eqs.(4.12) and (4.14) for

three cases with different vaLue of Poisson's ratio g (see Table

4-1). The value of X estimated in this way are presented in
Table 4-3. The value of A ranges from O.4'vO.6, and hence
simple-cubic phosphorus is regarded as a superconductor with

fairly strong electron-phonon eoupling. As seen from Table 4-3
the value of A is almost independent of pressure in spite of

considerable increase of C with increasing pressure. This is
because the increase of C is compensated by the increase of the
t
phonon frequencY
cox•

t

Very recently, on the basis of total energy calculation by
using the pseudpotential method chang et al.24) have calculated
the phonon frequencies at the X and M points and the matrix
elements of eleetron-phonon interaction associated with these

phonons. Their results show also that the electron-lattice
interaction is strong in simple-cubic phosphorus. Fvtrther, they
have calculated the q-dependent elecLron-phonon mas$ enhancement
which
parameter
X may be defined by the same expre$sion as
q
eq.(4.5) provided that the average is taken for a fixed value of

k-k'=q. However, Chang et al. have not calculated the total X
and the transition temperature Tc. According to their results
the values of Aq obtained for q==qx and qM show rather decreasing
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trend with increasing pressure.

Now, the superconducting transition temperature Tc can be
evaluated from McMillan-Allen-Dynes equation (4.1) if we know the
values)A'-of p and <tu>. IAre evaluate the value of the Coulomb
xrepulsion parameter
p by using Bennemann-Garland's empirical
formula:25)

u" = O.26N(EIF )/ [1 +N(EF)], <4 .1 7)

-v.

where N(EF) denotes the electronic DOS at the Fermi level (in
unit of per eV.atom). The original definition of <u)> is the
logarithmic average of phonon frequencies with respect to the
spectral function ct2F(di) as expressed by eq.(4.s). For
simplicity, however, we have evaluated <oo> by using the phonon
DOS F(tu) corresponding to our simplified phonon dispersion given
by eq.(4.13) instaed of or2F(cD), i.e.

a (log.q)/.q
2og<os> =

ai/., .

(4.18)

The summation over the BriUouin zone in the above equation has
been carried out by using Monte Calro method with use of
5,OOO,OOO sampling points. Then we have obtained <cD> = 1.03tux.

We have evaluated the transition temperature Tc by using the
x- X, u and <to> determined above. The results are shown
values of

in Table 4-3. As seen' from the table, the value of Tc depends
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somewhat on the choice of the value of o. However, we would like
4--8)
to emphasize that the experimental
value
has of Tc= 5'vll K .
been reproduced in order of magnitude' by our microscopic
calculation based on the McMillan--Allen-Dynes theory. Therefore
we are convinced that the supereonductivity of simple-cubic
phosphorus are well understood within the strong coupling theory

of the BCS mechanism. If we assume that PoissonTs ratio is
independent of pressure, we expect that Tc increases only by `vlK

when pressure is increased from 132 kbar to 304 kbar. According
to experimental results by4)Wittig
et Akahama
al.
and by
et
al.7) the observed Tc shows larger pressure dependence. In

order to discuss more precisely the pressure effect on Tc as well
as the magnitude of Te we need to study the lattice dynamics in

detail. In particular it will be necessary to take account of
softening behavior of phonons around the R point, which is
expected as diseussed in subsections 2-3 and 3-2.
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Table 4--2. Calculated values of the strength of the electyon-

lattiee interaction, c [ev2/A2]. gij [ev2/A2]
'

represents the contribution from a pair of Fermi

surfaces, FS-i and FS-j. 4 can be written as
c- i. .g. gij •

The weÅ}ghtingfactor Wij-:ninj arising from partial
is also presented.

FS 132 kbar 304 kbar

ij wij cij• wij gij

2 2 O.O14 O.58 O.OIO O.45
3 2 O.094 4.75 O.075 4.18

3 3 O.653 14.76 O.561 14.25

4R 2 O.O02 O.04 O. O.
4R 3 O.O13 O.30 O. O.
4R 4R O.OOO O.02 O. O.

4M 2 O.O07
O.37 O.OG5 O.83
'

4M 3 O.048

5.61
2.42 O.113

4M 4R O.OOI O.02 O. O.

4M 4M O.O03 O.OO O.023 O.06

total g= 31.16 g= 35.99
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DOS

evaluated for three cases with

Table 4-3 . Values of A and Tc

PoissonTs ratio: (a) o=O.36, (b)

different value of

-NAt-pararneter v
o=O.40, (c) o=O.50 . CouÅ}omb repu!sion

has been evaluated

from Bennemann-Garland's empirical

formula.
P [kbar]
132

304

.x-

1.l

O.10

O.10

o

x

Tc [K]

(a)

O.44

3.3

(b)

O.48

4.7

(c)

O.62

9.8

(a)

O.45

3.7

(b)

O.49

5.3

(c)

o.63

11.0
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55• Summary

On the basis of the self-consÅ}stent APW method we calculated
firsL the electronic band strucut]re of simple-cubic phosphorus at

132 kbar (a=2.369 A) and at 304 kbar (a=2.298 A). Then, the
eleetron-lattice interaction was studied within the rigid
muffin-tin approximation, and the electron-phonon mass
enhancement parameter X was estimated with use of the calculated
electron-lattice maLrix elements and the phonon frequencies

evaluated from the observed bulk modulus. Finally, the
superconducting transition temperature Tc was evaluated in
accordance with the McMillan-Allen-Dynes equation.

The results obtained in this part !I are summarized as
follows:
(a)

The energy dispersion curves below the Fermi level are
similar to those of free electrons in the empty lattice.
The density of states at the Fermi level D(EF) is small and
its pressure dependence is quite small: D(EF) = 2.10 per
Ryd.atom.spin at 132 kbar and D(EF) = 2.13 per Ryd.atom.spin

(b)

at 304 kbar.
'
Four kinds of Fermi surfaces are obtained at 132 kbar.

(1) FS-2: Dice-shaped hQLe pocket) around the r point.

(2) FS-3: Open-type Fermi surface with six necks which
'

interseet Lhe faees of the zone boundary.

(3) FS-4R: SmaU electron pocket around the R point.
(4) FS-4M: EUipsoidal electron pocket around the M point.
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At 304 kbar FS-4R vanishes completely and FS-4M is expanded
remar.kably whereas FS• 2 and FS•-3 are almost independent of

pressure within this pressure rarge. The electronic states
on FS-4M consist mainly of d-states.
(c)

Simple-cubic phosphorus is a system with strong eiectron--

lattice interaction. The strength of averaged electronlattice matrix elements, g, shows a fairly large increase
when pressure is' inereased: g=31.16 ev2/A2 at 132 kbar and
'
g=3s.gg ev2/A2 at 3o4 kbar.
This increase is ascribed to

expansion of FS-4M with increasing pressure. On the other
hand, the estimated value of X (= O.4NO.6) is almost
independent of pressure if we assume pressure-independent
Poisson's ratio which was introduced to estimate the phonon
frequeneies.
(d)

The superconducting transition temperature Tc is evaiuated
to be a few K A, 10 K, which agrees in order of magnitude

with the observation. Detailed and more realistic study of
the lattice dynamics is desired to discuss precisely the
pressure effects on Tc as well as the magnitude of Tc.
(e)

Large frequency softening of phonons at the R point is
f
expected because of the nearly-perfect nesting property of

the FS-3 as weU as the strong electron-lattice interaction.
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